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INTRODUCTION

If I have been charitable in my judgments of my fellow man; if I have tried to help him as best I could; if I have done my utmost to truly understand him, I know why I have taken this course—I could not help it. I could have had no comfort or peace of mind if I had acted any other way. I have been interested in the study of man, and the motives that move and control his life. I have rejoiced with him, and have grieved with him; I have followed my instincts and feelings and sought to rescue the suffering when I could. But I know that I have done it more or less involuntarily as a part of my being, without choice, and without stopping to weigh
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which were most deserving or worth saving. If I had paused, I should probably still be wondering and doing nothing. I claim no credit, and I want no praise.1

--Clarence Darrow

In September 2006, Karen J. Mathis, President of the American Bar Association, commented: “Ultimately, lawyering is a delicate balancing between a constantly evolving world, and the fundamental principles that define our legal system. It calls upon your compassion as well as your intellect, your heart as well as your head. . . . [C]aring is as much a part of the legal profession as intelligence. . . . [I]t is every lawyer’s responsibility in every setting to serve others.”2

Professionals, including lawyers and doctors, must not only practice the science of their craft but also must incorporate caring if they want to be successful. To professionally embrace “[t]he ethics of caring requires [the professional to] feel as well as reason. Our natural impulse to care comes from compassion and human love.”3 Caring is not merely an emotional response because it requires analysis and reasoning, but “true caring . . . cannot be reduced to problem solving. It emphasizes as much the motivation as the consequences of an action. . . . [m]oreover, an orientation to caring incorporates the attributes of attentiveness, honesty, patience, respect, compassion, trustworthiness, and sensitivity into all aspects of moral behavior.”

In this piece I explore the need for instruction and experience with the “heart” of law practice within the first year of law school.5 According to the report on legal education prepared by the Carnegie Foundation, the two major limitations in American legal education are 1) a lack

1 Clarence Darrow, The Story of My Life 450 (Scribner & Sons, 1932).
3 William T. Branch, Jr., The Ethics of Caring and Medical Education, 75 Academic Medicine 127, 128 (2000).
4 Id. at 128.
5 I am certainly not the first to suggest that legal education needs to pay more attention to teaching future lawyers about interpersonal relations, clients, and empathy. One of the earliest articles to address these issues is Andrew S. Watson, The Quest for Professional Competence: Psychological Aspects of Legal Education, 37 Univ. Cinn. L. Rev. 91 (1968) (observing, among many other things, the importance that lawyers
of attention to practical education, including a marked lack of understanding client problems, and 2) failure to support development of ethical and social skills. With the release of this report it is likely that law school faculties throughout the United States will be looking at their curricula to see how to better fill these gaps and better prepare the students to be practicing lawyers rather than legal scholars. This presents an important opportunity for law faculty, many of whom already recognize that legal education means more than teaching students the complexities of legal analysis, often referred to as how to “think like a lawyer,” but also how to communicate, work with people, and advocate for their clients like lawyers do. But, what they may not recognize is that they are also perfectly suited to teach the “heart” of lawyering. Whether it is helping students to see their clients as real people with real problems or helping students to realize that empathy and compassion are critical for successful law practice, the first year of law school is the ideal place to begin to fill this gap in legal education.

Understanding clients and exercising empathy and compassion comprise the “heart” of lawyering. The Oxford English Dictionary defines “empathy” as “the power of projecting one’s personality into (and so fully comprehending) the object of contemplation.” The English word “empathy” comes from the German word “Einfühlung,” which literally translated means “feeling into.” According to Carl Rogers, the founder of the client-centered therapy movement, to demonstrate true empathy is “to sense the Client’s private world as if it were your own, but without ever losing the ‘as if’ quality.” Whereas compassion, which is often mistakenly seen
as synonymous with empathy, is “the feeling or emotion, when a person is moved by the suffering or distress of another, and by the desire to relieve it; pity that inclines one to spare or to succour.” 10 This definition refers to the compassion given “towards a person in distress by one who is free from it, who is, in this respect, his superior.” 11

Unfortunately, the traditional law school curriculum devotes little emphasis to teaching students about clients or about the role of empathy and compassion in law practice. 12 Yet law is not alone as a profession that calls upon its practitioners to understand and care about people. Medicine also requires this “heart,” and medical schools often do focus on training students to deal effectively with patients. There are numerous parallels between a doctor’s “bedside manner” and a lawyer’s ability to interact with her clients, and as such, law faculty may learn from how medical faculty attempt to teach such things without having to vastly expand the existing curriculum.

I. Clients, Empathy, and Compassion: Do They Really Matter?

A. What Students Think

In order to try to gauge what our students know about clients and their perceptions of what clients need and want from lawyers, as well as what they think about the “soft” skills of interpersonal dynamics, empathy, and compassion, I decided to see what a group of students at my law school thought. My survey was not meant to be particularly “scientific,” but rather was intended to show students’ initial reactions and to raise questions for law professors to consider.

---

10 Oxford English Dictionary (2d Ed. 1989) available at http://dictionary.oed.com. The Oxford English Dictionary gives two definitions for “compassion.” The first is very similar to the definition of empathy; under this definition, compassion is “suffering together with another, participation in suffering; fellow-feeling, sympathy.” However, this first definition is to be used “between equals or fellow-sufferers.” It is this second definition of compassion, the desire to relieve distress or succour another that is most applicable to lawyers.

11 Id.

12 See Jamison Wilcox, Borrowing Experience: Using Reflective Lawyer Narratives in Teaching, 50 J. Legal Educ. 213, 213 (“[P]rofessors and practitioners agree, law school falls far short of preparing its graduates for law practice and of giving them the sense of the practitioner’s experience that is important to successful work in the profession.”).
During Fall semester 2006, 150 first-year law students enrolled in Introduction to Legal Research and Writing were asked to complete a survey about what they believe clients want from lawyers and how the general public perceives the legal profession. The survey was conducted in preparation for a class session on lawyer-client relations and included a guest speaker representing a “typical” client. One-hundred-and-eighteen students completed and returned the survey.13

First the students were asked to weigh the importance of seven lawyering “skills”: substantive legal knowledge, oral communication, written communication, interpersonal skills, negotiation skills, litigation or case strategy skills, and research skills. Not surprisingly since the survey was given in conjunction with their legal writing class, the students weighted written communication as the most important lawyering skill, followed by oral communication and substantive legal knowledge. These first year law students ranked interpersonal skills next, showing that they at least intuitively recognize the importance of a lawyer’s ability to relate with people, including clients. Research skills followed closely; with negotiation skills, and litigation or case strategy skills ranked last.

The next part of the survey asked the students to weigh the importance of a set of values, characteristics, and skills from the client’s perspective. The students were asked to place themselves in a client’s shoes and think about what would matter most to them: their lawyers’ honesty, respectfulness, legal knowledge or expertise, responsiveness (defined as returning phone calls promptly, moving the case forward, etc.), willingness to look out for the client’s best interest, reputation, and win/loss average (which also included the average monetary award in

13 Survey conducted October 2006. All survey instruments and results are on file with the author.
successful cases where applicable). Here the students weighted legal knowledge and expertise highest, followed by honesty. These students, looking through the eyes of a client, weighted a lawyer’s willingness to look out for the client’s best interest third, responsiveness fourth, and respectfulness fifth. Coming in at the bottom of the ranking were reputation and win/loss record.

The final section of the survey asked students to rate how they thought the general public views lawyers with regard to several character traits ranging from their honesty to their interest in justice and whether their pay is commensurate with the work they perform. Two of these traits deal directly with the “heart” of lawyering. Students were asked to rate, on a scale of 1-10 (with 10 being very high or very strong sentiment), whether the general public believes that lawyers care about their clients and whether they believe that lawyers respect their clients. Here the students’ responses were somewhat surprising. When asked whether the general public believes that lawyers care about their clients, the average rating was 5.27 with 14 percent of the students rating 3 or lower. When asked whether the general public believes that lawyers respect their clients, the average rating was 5.85.

After reviewing the students’ responses, the question arises, what do clients really think? How important are things like empathy, compassion, and interpersonal dynamics to actual clients embroiled in real disputes, and how does the public at large really view lawyers?

---

14 The question was not meant to imply that clients would hire a lawyer who lacked any of these traits but rather to gauge their impressions of which characteristics would matter the most to the client during their professional relationship.

15 After surveying the first-year students, I decided to administer a similar survey to willing third-year students to see if their three years of law school and two summers of work experience changed any of their perceptions. The survey was placed on the law school’s internet page and all third-year students were invited and encouraged to complete it. Fifty students completed the survey during early March 2007. When these third-year students weighed the importance of the given lawyering skills, they ranked written communication first, followed by research skills. Substantive legal knowledge ranked third, followed by interpersonal skills, oral communication, negotiation skills, and litigation or case strategy. When asked to weigh the importance of values, characteristics, and skills from the client’s perspective, the third-year students believed that a lawyer’s responsiveness (as evidenced by returning phone calls promptly etc.) was the characteristic clients value most. This was followed by the lawyer’s honesty, legal knowledge/expertise, reputation, willingness to look out for the client’s best interest, respect for the client, and win/loss record. Finally, when asked whether the general public believes that lawyers care about their clients, the average third-year student rating was 4.07, with 34% giving a rating 3 or lower and 90% giving a rating of 6 or lower. When asked whether the general public believes that lawyers respect their clients, the average third-year student rating was 4.65, with 30% giving a rating of 3 or lower, and 80% giving a rating of 6 or lower. Compared to the first-year students, the third-year students believe that the general public’s perception of lawyers’ care and respect for
B. The Clients Speak: Studies of Client Satisfaction and the Public Perception of Lawyers

Whether the studies are formal or informal they uniformly show that the substantive legal knowledge may be at least equal in importance with the quality of the client-lawyer relationship. And to some clients, the relationship may even surpass the lawyer’s legal expertise in the client’s mind. According to the Illinois Bar Journal, in 1999 the most important thing clients wanted from their lawyers was not superior legal skills, was not reasonable legal fees, nor a proven track record; what the clients wanted was to know that their lawyer cared.

Over the last fifteen years four major studies have been conducted in attempt to find out what the public really thinks about lawyers and the legal profession and what clients really want and expect from their lawyers. While these studies varied in focus and approach, the general results are similar: there is a high level of dissatisfaction with the legal profession and with individual lawyers, and much of that dissatisfaction stems from the relationships lawyers have with their clients.

The American Bar Association commissioned a nationwide telephone survey to assess the public’s view of the legal profession in January 1993. The survey included responses from 1,202 adults, with survey respondents corresponding in their demographic and geographic distribution with the 1990 census. In conjunction with the telephone survey, two focus groups were convened so that researchers could collect specific comments.

The opinion of most survey respondents (more than 66%) was that lawyers were “smart
and knowledgeable” about the law.21 Other results of the survey and focus groups, however, showed that the public had “mixed feelings” about lawyers and the legal profession, and that “public perception seems based on strongly rooted dissatisfactions with some aspects of the way the system works and how lawyers practice their skills.”22 Among the more discouraging of the study’s findings was that the most negative perceptions of lawyers and the legal profession were held by those people who had the most regular dealings with lawyers.23 In fact, the survey showed a “disturbing pattern that the more a person knows about the legal profession and the more he or she is in direct personal contact with lawyers, the lower an individual’s opinion of them.”24 The bottom-line results of the survey were that 40% of respondents had “favorable feelings toward lawyers,” 34% had “negative feelings,” and 26% were neutral or were unsure about their feelings.25 Of those survey respondents who had personally worked with a lawyer in the recent past (the last ten years), only two-thirds were satisfied with their lawyer’s performance, and less than half were “very satisfied.”26

Particularly disturbing, survey respondent complaints about lawyers focused significantly on a “perception that lawyers lack caring and compassion.”27 The majority of respondents believed that lawyers are “less caring and compassionate” than they once were.28 Less than 20% of respondents agreed that the phrase “caring and compassionate” was an accurate description

20 Id.
21 Id.
22 Id.
23 Id. It should certainly be noted that people who have the most regular interactions with lawyers are likely predisposed to be critical of those lawyers. In very broad terms, those who have regular interactions with lawyers are likely those who are frequently involved in litigation (likely as the defending party) and those who are involved in prosecution or law enforcement. These groups would likely have strong feelings toward the legal process generally, and those feelings understandably bleed over to their opinions of their lawyers. Further, the opinions of those involved in frequent litigation are likely influenced by the lawyers for their adversaries and by their general dissatisfaction with the legal system.
24 Id. at 62.
25 Id. at 61-62. “Compared to lawyers’ favorability rating of 40 percent, teachers received 84 percent; pharmacists, 81 percent; police officers, 79 percent; doctors, 71 percent; accountants, 60 percent; and bankers, 56 percent. The only other professions in the survey that tested with less than majority favorable feelings were stockbrokers (28 percent) and politicians (21 percent).” Id.
26 Id. at 61.
27 Id. at 62.
for lawyers, and nearly half (46%) felt that the phrase was not an appropriate description of lawyers.\(^\text{29}\)

Summarizing the overall results of the survey, Gary Hengsler opined: “The picture drawn from the survey shows a public perception of a profession that has become, at worst, contemptuous, and at best, indifferent, to the people it seeks to serve. Apparently, too many surveyed have been exposed to that segment of lawyers whose deskside manners smack of arrogance.”\(^\text{30}\)

Two years after the ABA survey, in 1995, *Consumer Reports* attempted to gauge the public’s feelings about and experiences with lawyers. The publication asked its subscribers about their recent experiences with lawyers; nearly 30,000 people responded.\(^\text{31}\) Nearly one-third of those who responded noted dissatisfaction with their lawyer.\(^\text{32}\) In reporting the results of the study, the editors noted a marked difference between the opinions of clients involved in transactional issues (like taxes or estate planning) and those involved in adversarial proceedings. Transactional clients were generally satisfied with their lawyers’ work, while adversarial clients “often [at least 27% of the time] felt a great deal of frustration and dissatisfaction.”\(^\text{33}\) Similarly, about 20% of adversarial clients complained that their lawyers “didn’t return phone calls promptly or paid too little attention to the case.”\(^\text{34}\)

A third study was conducted in 2001 by the American Bar Association Section of
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\(^{28}\) Id.

\(^{29}\) Id.

\(^{30}\) Id.

\(^{31}\) Id.

\(^{32}\) Id.

\(^{33}\) Id. This result is likely explained at least in part by the greater emotional toil of adversarial proceedings. There is certainly a great difference in the emotional impact of litigation and transactional work.
Litigation. The Section commissioned the study “to better understand the public’s perception of lawyers and the bases of those perceptions.”35 In April 2001 a national survey of 450 U.S. households was conducted.36 That summer ten focus groups were held in five cities throughout the country. Each focus group had between eight and ten participants evenly divided by gender and representing the demographic composition of their communities. Within the focus groups approximately half of the members had hired a lawyer within the past five years.37 The final part of the ABA study involved a January 2002 telephone survey of 300 U.S. households. This survey repeated some of the questions from the April 2001 survey, but it also “gauged the potential demand for personal legal services, consumer avoidance of lawyers, . . . consumer satisfaction with different aspects of working with lawyers, . . . [and] perceptions of the legal profession’s response to the events of September 11, 2001.”38

The survey yielded both positive and negative opinions from its respondents. Positive perceptions included a general belief that lawyers are knowledgeable and that they “can help clients navigate through difficult situations.”39 Similarly, those respondents who had hired lawyers themselves were generally satisfied with their lawyers’ services.40 Respondents appreciated lawyers who “appl[ied] significant expertise and knowledge to their cases, identify[ed] practical solutions, and work[ed] hard on behalf of their clients.”41 Unfortunately, despite their general satisfaction with their lawyers, many survey respondents reported that they viewed lawyers in general as “greedy, manipulative, and corrupt,” and some related experiences

34 Id.
36 Id. at 2.
37 Id.
38 Id. at 3.
39 Id. at 4.
40 Id. at 4.
with lawyers who “misrepresent[ed] their qualifications, overpromise[d], [were] not upfront about their fees, charge[d] too much for their services, [took] too long to resolve matters, and fail[ed] to return client phone calls.”

The final major study was conducted in 2005 by BTI Consulting Group, a leading provider of strategic market research for law firms and other professional service firms. The most significant of its findings was that “low client satisfaction plagues today’s legal industry,” with client satisfaction rates among the Fortune 1000 falling by nearly thirteen points between 2004 and 2005.

The BTI study based client satisfaction on recommendation rates, believing that such rates “are one of the most powerful and reliable indicators of client satisfaction.” The study showed that nationally 70% of Fortune 1000 companies do not recommend their primary law firm.

In addition to its survey, BTI conducted more than 200 interviews with corporate counsel “to shed light on the key factors driving this deep decline in client satisfaction.” These interviews combined with the survey data show that three major failings underlie the decrease in corporate client satisfaction: 1) “not keeping up with changing client needs”; 2) “doing a poor job of articulating value” (showing the client exactly what they are getting for their money); and 3) “poor communication between law firms and clients.”

Id.

Id.


Id.

Id.

Id.

Id. ("Client satisfaction rates among Fortune 1000 companies plummeted in 2005, dropping to 30.7% from a 5-year high of 43.5% last year."). It is certainly possible that some large corporations do not recommend their law firm for purely selfish reasons—they want to be a bigger part of the firm’s client base—than because of dissatisfaction with the representation given.

Id.

Id.
In addition to these formal studies, scholars have conducted smaller surveys and have shared anecdotal reports of what clients say they want and need from their lawyers. While they don’t have the statistical and scientific reliability of the larger studies, their findings can inform the practicing lawyer and the law student in meaningful ways.

In 2002 Professor Melissa Breger and her colleagues interviewed both adults and children who had experience as legal clients, seeking their impressions of what constitutes professional and unprofessional lawyer behavior.49 They observed that both the adults and children interviewed focused less on the lawyers’ legal knowledge and expertise and more on “the interpersonal skills and behaviors of the lawyers.”50 These clients placed great weight on what they characterized as “good outcome[s]” (likely “winning” the case), and in having the lawyer’s “unwavering trust” and “loyalty.”51 Further, the clients interviewed “unmistakably emphasized being treated with respect, both in word and manner, and appreciated their attorneys’ adherence to regular communication with clients.”52

Professor Breger also cited a study conducted at a Wisconsin prison that involved twenty-two inmates who were asked about their satisfaction with their lawyers.53 Respondents said that their satisfaction had less to do with their lawyers’ “conventional advocacy skills [or] the outcome of their case,” but instead was directly correlated with their assessment of the relationship they had with their lawyers.54 Respondents spoke favorably of lawyers who gave “expressions of respect, caring and emotional involvement with the client’s case,” and those who

50 Id.
51 Id.
52 Id. at 327 (citing American Bar Ass'n, Section of Litigation, Public Perceptions of Lawyers: Consumer Research Findings (April 2002), available at http://www.abanet.org/litigation/lawyers).
53 Id. at 323 (citing Katerine R. Kruse, Engaged Lawyers and Satisfied Clients: Lessons Learned from the Gaines Thesis (William S. Boyd School of Law) (unpublished manuscript)).
showed empathy and compassion, “visited their clients while incarcerated, and assisted their clients by doing nominal personal favors.”

Stephen Ellmann summarizes what both the formal and the anecdotal surveys show about what clients want from their lawyers: “The features that clients seek in their lawyers . . . include loyalty, respect, warmth, advice, and understanding. These are elements that tend to enhance the efficacy of the lawyer’s performance on the client’s behalf, and that also speak to the inescapable personal needs at play in any human encounter, however ostensibly goal directed it may be.”

C. Why Public Perception Matters: How Meeting Client Needs and Expectations Affects the Practice of Law

One expected response to the clients’ views summarized in the last section could be “So what? Why should that matter to me?” For many lawyers the answer speaks for itself—meeting client expectations and increasing satisfaction is inherently desirable. As Professor Breger aptly stated, “Effective lawyering must be more than rote memorization of rules of law or ‘winning’ in court. It is a careful consideration of ethics and obligations coupled with an acute awareness of the interests and needs of clients.” For many lawyers working with people and helping them solve their problems is valuable and important. So too are the referrals that come from satisfied clients. But for lawyers for whom such inherent value is insufficient motivation, there is a more objective, and potentially costly, reason for responding to these client concerns. Simply put, those lawyers who neglect the interpersonal and relational elements of their representation are

---

54 Id. (citing Katerine R. Kruse, Engaged Lawyers and Satisfied Clients: Lessons Learned from the Gaines Thesis (William S. Boyd School of Law) (unpublished manuscript)).
55 Id. (citing Katerine R. Kruse, Engaged Lawyers and Satisfied Clients: Lessons Learned from the Gaines Thesis (William S. Boyd School of Law) (unpublished manuscript)).
more likely to be sued for malpractice.\textsuperscript{58}

Many legal malpractice claims find their root in poor lawyer-client relationships despite perfectly acceptable legal performance.\textsuperscript{59} According to the Illinois Bar Journal,

Poor client-relations skills, such as unreturned telephone calls and constant interruptions during client meetings, plant a seed of discontent in the client’s mind. From there, it is a small leap for the client to assume that her matter was neglected, the fees were unreasonable, or that an unfavorable outcome was somehow the fault of her uncaring lawyer.\textsuperscript{60}

Lack of caring, which is often manifest in breakdowns in communications, is at the root of many of the most common malpractice and disciplinary complaints against attorneys.\textsuperscript{61} It is often said that “[m]ore malpractice claims arise from poor client relations than from true errors of judgment.”\textsuperscript{62} Poor communication and lack of caring can be seen in lawyers’ “failing to properly advise the client of settlement offers, settling without the client’s consent, inadequate explanations of the client’s legal rights or a potential conflict of interest, and unauthorized withdrawal.”\textsuperscript{63} Among the most common lawyer behaviors that signal lack of caring to clients is the simple failure to return client phone calls.\textsuperscript{64}

\textsuperscript{59}Id.
\textsuperscript{60}Id.
\textsuperscript{62}Harry H. Schneider Jr., \textit{See You In Court: Follow These Ten Rules And You, Too, Can Be Sued For Malpractice}, 80 ABA J., Mar. 1994, at 98.
\textsuperscript{64}John F. Van Bolt, \textit{Michigan’s Discipline System}, 83-SEP Mich. B.J. 24 (September 2006) (“a majority of the 3,500 or so written grievances (also known as ‘requests for investigation’) submitted each year to the AGC contain some variation of the complaint, ‘I don’t know what is going on’ or, worse, ‘My lawyer won’t return my phone calls.’ Of these, in 2004, over half arose from criminal or domestic relations matters. In emotionally charged cases like these, the lawyer is often perceived as the client’s champion; literally, a ‘knight in shining armor.’ To expand upon an old adage, ‘hell also hath no fury like a client whose knight in shining armor is too busy slaying someone else's dragons to return phone calls.’”) See also James M. McCormack, \textit{Good Ethics, Smart Tactics: Avoiding the Top 10 Grievance-Prone Mistakes}, 21 Law Prac. Mgmt. 22 (Sept. 1995) (A pattern of failing to return calls generates more ill-will between lawyer and client than actual, actionable neglect of the client’s business. Many of the grievances filed each year probably started out as mild irritations with the lawyer for poor phone etiquette. That irritation soon developed into a symbol for all that went wrong in the attorney-client relationship.”); Harry H. Schneider Jr., \textit{See You In Court: Follow These Ten Rules And You, Too, Can Be Sued For Malpractice}, 80 ABA J., Mar. 1994, at 98 (“Failing to
Even when the causes of the client dissatisfaction are not entirely the lawyer’s fault, showing empathy and care can help the lawyer avoid trouble:

When clients are dissatisfied, they may feel that their lawyer does not hear them or that the lawyer has ignored, humored, or simply used them for frivolous profit. These clients may harbor such feelings even when the lawyer has given them undivided attention and the case has been handled in an exemplary fashion. . . . Avoiding legal malpractice claims can be best achieved by (1) knowing how to interact with and appease the demanding client through an informed understanding of the client’s dissatisfaction, and (2) knowing how best to respond with professionalism.65

The same correlation between client dissatisfaction and malpractice litigation is found in medicine where physicians are often told that the most effective prevention for malpractice suits is a good doctor-patient relationship.66

For physicians, empathy “is appreciation of the patient’s emotions and expression of that awareness to the patient . . and is believed to significantly influence patient satisfaction, adherence to medical recommendations, clinical outcomes, and professional satisfaction.”67 A physician’s empathy or bedside manner is often seen as an indication of his or her clinical expertise. While a doctor’s “credentials may demonstrate a high level of clinical competency. . . [if the] patient doesn’t trust [her doctor] or feel personally connected . . ., it becomes irrelevant whether or not [the doctor is] the most qualified practitioner. Moreover, [the] ability to ensure repeat business disappears, and referral opportunities dwindle or disappear.”68

---

65Mark S. Silver, Avoiding Legal Malpractice Claims: Knowing How to Interact with and Appease the Demanding or Dissatisfied Client, Champion 18, 19-20 (Feb. 2007).
68Valerie Swift, Quality Patient Care: Your Bedside Manner, Practice Builders, Aug. 2002, at 1, available at www.practicebuilders.com/pdf_newsletter/What'sWorkingAugust.pdf; John Langone, Medical Schools Discover Value in Dispensing Compassion, New York Times, Aug. 22, 2000, at F7 (“Without a doubt, for many patients, the worth of their doctors has more to do with their ability to listen than with where they went to medical school or how many years they have been in practice. Indeed, a national survey conducted in 1999 for the Association of American Medical Colleges found that only 27 percent of patients cited prestigious medical schools as a factor in choosing doctors, while 85 percent attributed their choices to the doctors’ communication skills and caring attitude, and 77 percent cited the ability to explain complicated medical procedures. It was a wake-up call for the nation’s physicians. As Dr. Nancy Angoff, associate dean of...”
Researchers who have examined the role of empathy in the physician-patient context have concluded that empathy influences both diagnosis and patient care. Empathic physicians are more likely to correctly diagnose patient ailments because patients who feel their doctors care and listen to them explain their complaints and symptoms more fully, providing the details necessary for complete diagnosis. The research shows that “[e]motional as well as intellectual engagement may help physicians attend to aspects of patients’ health that might otherwise go unnoticed.” Further, patients who feel empathy from their physician are more likely to be satisfied and adhere to their doctor’s directions, and less likely to sue for malpractice. And, not insignificantly, physicians who are empathic tend to report higher professional satisfaction.

As early as 1977, Allen Smith and Patrick Nestor noted the relevance of doctor-patient relationship factors to the lawyer-client context. They observed that some of the same behaviors that patients disliked in their doctors, and which led them to be more likely to sue for malpractice, also applied to lawyers. These behaviors included “(1) ‘overbooking’ and making the [client] wait, (2) taking a casual attitude toward the [client’s] complaints, (3) failing to respond quickly to emergencies, (4) using harsh collection techniques, and (5) being unwilling to discuss problems that arise during the course of the professional relationship.” Perhaps not surprisingly, “each of these is a behavior that is likely to communicate a lack of empathy and understanding.”

---

70 Id.
71 Id.
72 Id.
73 Id.
75 Id. at 279.
76 Id.
77 Id. at 281.
So, both the clients themselves and the lessons from the medical field suggest that empathy and compassion are important for lawyers and by extension for law students. But what roles do and should these two traits really play in law practice? There is certainly room for differing opinions, but at least according to ABA President Karen J. Mathis, “[C]aring is as much a part of the legal profession as intelligence.” Also speaking of lawyers, Karl Llewellyn artfully opined, “Compassion without technique is a mess; and technique without compassion is a menace.” Clearly, both intellectual and technical skill and human and humane compassion are necessary for effective lawyering.

II. A Profession for the Heart and the Head: Empathy and Compassion in Legal Practice

The opinion of legal scholars echo the statistics: empathy and compassion must go hand in hand with “thinking like a lawyer” and in fact, caring actually makes analysis stronger. If we accept the premise that understanding clients and demonstrating empathy and compassion are essential to the successful practice of law, then it becomes important to understand how they function in practice.

Laura Biering and Debby Stone, professional coaches and consultants who specialize in working with lawyers, describe a hypothetical lawyer whom they call Catherine. Catherine is the typical law professor’s “dream graduate”: top of her class, Order of the Coif, highly recruited out of law school ultimately settling on a prestigious law firm. Members of the firm are impressed by the work she does, by her intellect and work ethic, and the overwhelming opinion is that she

---

is on a fast-track to the top: certainly partner, if not ultimately running the firm.\textsuperscript{81} The only problem is that as she begins working closely with clients they find that while she is certainly intelligent and competent, clients don’t feel she cares about them: “They felt she didn’t hear them. There was no connection. It was as though she knew what they would say before they even met. She would ask elaborate questions, leading the clients to the answers she presupposed. And when the clients offered new information that didn’t fit with her agenda, she glossed right over it.”\textsuperscript{82} While Catherine may possess a great level of legal knowledge, she lacks the greater intelligence necessary to see the value in what her client is saying, the value in really listening. What she wrongly assumes is her great “intelligence” leads her to the arrogant and ignorant position of believing that she knows the answers before all of the information is on the table.

The hypothetical story of Catherine underscores the truth that “success in law (as in other fields) correlates significantly \textit{more} with relationship skills than it does with intelligence, writing ability, or any other known factor.”\textsuperscript{83} Professor Joshua Rosenberg rightly explains the interplay between the heart and the head:

Basically, most lawyers and academics vastly overestimate the importance of reason and logic. We tend to view them as both the primary motivator of our behavior and the primary tool to change the thinking and behavior of others. Although they are important, they are only one part of the puzzle. There are important differences between the kind of dispassionate reasoning and analysis in which lawyers and law students engage while sitting at desks at home, in the office, or in the library, and the kind of activities in which we engage when we are dealing in real time with real people. Real time, real life interactions implicate emotions, learned patterns of behavior, habituated perspectives and frames of

\textsuperscript{81} Id.
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In other words, while analyzing the law and using one’s intellectual skills is the key to preparation, to learning the law, to conducting legal research, and to analyzing problems, once the lawyer steps into the room with the client, her understanding, empathy, and compassion (which are often expressly manifest in her ability to actually listen to the client) become equally important. As other scholars have noted,

Many lawyers believe that the practice of law demands concentration of the facts of a case and leaves no room for concern about the emotional state of a client. These lawyers seem to approach each case simply as a factual matter, giving at most minimal, and more frequently no attention to the emotions of their client. Most lawyers view the practice of law as a set of legal problems that must be solved like a puzzle, rather than as a vocation which assists people who have problems involving both factual and emotional dimensions. Their primary orientation is the problem; the person seems incidental.

Not only does the involvement of empathy and compassion in practice make clients happier, it also makes lawyers happier. According to Professor Rosenberg:

When asked what they like best about their work, lawyers who like their work typically respond with statements about relationships: “I like to help people”; or “Last week, a client told me that what I did for her made a big difference in her life”; or “I like being part of a team.” Like other humans, lawyers get satisfaction from helping others and from good relationships. . . . Not only do relationship skills allow one to enjoy her success, but, perhaps more importantly, they are essential tools to achieve that success.

A. Empathy: The Cornerstone of Interpersonal Relations

Empathy, or “the power of projecting one’s personality into (and so fully comprehending) the object of contemplation,” is a vital lawyering skill. Professor Carrie
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Menkel-Meadow describes empathy as “learning how to ‘feel with’ others,” and asserts that empathy “is an essential part of the client-lawyer relationship.”

Empathy is central to human relations and has been referred to as “the cornerstone of not only professional interpersonal relations, but also any meaningful human relationship.”

Leading legal counseling scholars have said that empathy “is the real mortar of an attorney-client (indeed any) relationship.”

While encouraging empathy training for lawyers, Professor Menkel-Meadow emphasizes that “lawyers need to learn to experience ‘the other’ from the values that the other holds, not those of the lawyer--this is the challenge of most lawyer-client relations and lawyer-opposing side relations.” In her definition, a lawyer who is truly empathic comprehends

the reality of the other (be it client or administrative bureaucrat or opposing counsel); not just to understand instrumentally how to move, persuade or affect that person, but to understand what meaning the interaction has for that person in a caring and existential sense. The lawyer who hopes to effectuate a successful transaction or settle a lawsuit or amend an administrative regulation needs to understand what the goals and feelings of the other are, if only to effectuate the needs and goals of the client (the “instrumental” justification for affective learning). I prefer to take this a step beyond the instrumental to suggest that the good lawyer needs to understand, from a human point of view, what the other wants to happen in the world.

To “understand, from a human point of view, what the other wants to happen in the world” requires the lawyer to think, feel, and understand what that person would think, feel, and understand, to be what Professor Martha Nussbaum terms “an intelligent reader of that person’s story.” Simply put, when a person experiences empathy she is able to “stand in the shoes” of
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the other person. As Atticus Finch explained so clearly to his daughter, Scout, in Harper Lee’s classic novel *To Kill a Mockingbird*, “You never really understand a person until you consider things from his point of view . . . until you climb into his skin and walk around in it.”95 Young Scout finally understood her father’s lesson much later after Boo Radley, the object of earlier mocking, saved her life and that of her brother. After walking Mr. Radley home, Scout reflects, “Atticus was right. One time he said you never really know a man until you stand in his shoes and walk around in them. Just standing on the Radley porch was enough.”96

To experience empathy means to share or at least understand a client’s feelings, to imagine and thereby nonjudgmentally understand what it would be like to be in the client’s position.97 And once the lawyer has developed empathy for the client, she can more effectively exercise her other skills on the client’s behalf.98

To be truly effective in the use of empathy, the “intelligent reader” of the other’s story must become the “accurate translator” of that story to others. A lawyer fundamentally is a “translator.”99 As such, she needs to be able to empathize with the other side in order to translate that point of view for her client during settlement negotiations. She also needs to empathize with what opposing counsel is experiencing in order to relate effectively with her. She needs to empathize with the judge or the jury in order to know their concerns and address them as she conveys information to her client and as she makes her own strategic judgments. In other words, empathy is fundamental to the hard core lawyering skills that affect results.

Despite some lawyers’ contentions that developing empathy for the client is at best
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uncomfortable and inefficient and at worst inappropriate and manipulative, empathy does play an important role in law practice. Every interaction a lawyer has with a client involves an emotional component, and facilitating the client’s discussion of her emotions through expressions of empathy is not only appropriate but beneficial to the lawyer-client relationship and ultimately to the legal case itself.

Developing empathy is key to all types of law practice—it isn’t just a trait for the litigator:

[T]he imagination of human distress, fear, anger, and overwhelming grief is an important attribute in the law. Lawyers need it to understand and depict effectively the plight of their clients. Judges need it to sort out the claims in the cases before them. Lawyers advising corporations need it in order to develop a complete picture of the likely consequences of various policy choices for the lives of consumers, workers, and the public at large, including the public in distant countries where corporations do business. Factual knowledge is crucial, and in its absence the imagination can often steer us wrong. But knowledge is inert without the ability to make situations real inside oneself, to understand their human meaning.

Further, Professor Lynne Henderson, author of a leading article on empathy and the law, opined:

It may seem intuitively “obvious” that empathy can take place at the “lower” levels of the legal system—say, in the attorney/client relationship or in trials. But empathy, by nature of its very concreteness, seems out of place in the appellate court world. The connection to persons and concrete situations that leads to empathic response does grow more attenuated at the appellate level. But this does not mean that appellate courts and even the Supreme Court do not occasionally show evidence in their opinions that empathy has been operative in their decisions: The language of empathic understanding, of feeling the feelings of the people affected by a case, occasionally surfaces. Whether empathic responses helped an appellate judge reach a decision that is then justified in terms of legal
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discourse is often difficult to know: Of all the powerful decisionmaking agents in American political life, a judge’s decisionmaking process is the least understood. But there may be some truth in Edmond Cahn’s observation that ‘if you wish a judge to overturn a settled and established rule of law, you must convince both his mind and his emotions, which together in indissociable blend constitute his sense of injustice.”

Thus, every lawyer must develop the capacity to empathize with others and, in so doing, increase her effectiveness. Specifically, empathy can aid the lawyer in building rapport with her client thus fostering a more beneficial relationship; foster open and complete communication; lead to more thorough legal analysis; improve the image of the legal profession; and satisfy client expectations.

First, instilling empathy in the relationship can improve rapport between lawyer and client and thereby improve the relationship. While there is a lively scholarly debate about the ideal relationship between lawyers and their clients and the roles that each should play to maximize success, the unfortunate reality is that too many lawyers treat their clients like they are children who must be supervised, watched over, and occasionally even disciplined. These lawyers believe that they “know what is right” for the client and are willing to impose their
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relationships with clients are central, even critical, to the “helping professions,” which include counseling, teaching, social work, ministry, and law. Positive relationships between the professional and the client are conditioned upon “empathy, respect and genuineness,” which is primarily in the control of the professional rather than the client. Additionally, “[r]apport, or mutual trust, is . . . central to a good client-professional relationship.” The most important ingredient in establishing rapport is empathy. In therapeutic contexts research shows that a therapist’s empathy is the “key behavioural element in professional-patient interactions which builds the therapeutic alliance, increases patient motivation to participate actively in treatment and is a predictor of successful outcomes.”

Second, instilling empathy can improve communication between lawyer and client. Clients who feel that their lawyer understands them are more willing to provide information, including information that might be potentially embarrassing yet important to their case. “Active
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listening,” which is a technique used to demonstrate empathy, has long been heralded as the key to effective legal interviewing and counseling.\textsuperscript{114} Through active listening, empathic lawyers can bolster their clients’ trust and more effectively open lines of communication.\textsuperscript{115} Expressions of empathy can also reduce client anxiety, which can lead to increased accuracy and relevancy in what the client tells the lawyer, and can prevent, or at least diminish, hostility toward the lawyer.\textsuperscript{116}

Third, instilling empathy can enhance a lawyer’s legal analysis. According to Professor Lynne Henderson, empathy not only plays a role in the lawyer’s analysis but also in the decisions that are ultimately made by judges and others. Empathy “aids both . . . the procedure by which a judge . . . reaches a conclusion . . . [and the] justif[ication for] the conclusion . . . in a way that disembodied reason simply cannot.”\textsuperscript{117}

Fourth, instilling empathy in individual lawyer’s client interaction may ultimately improve the public’s perception of lawyers and the legal profession. If, as described above, many Americans feel that lawyers are uncaring and even manipulative, an increase of empathy among individual lawyers may benefit the overall image of the profession.\textsuperscript{118}

Finally, instilling empathy satisfies client expectations. Clients expect at least some degree of empathy from their lawyers. In fact, empathy is specifically mentioned by Consumer Reports editors in their article advising people about what to do when they need a lawyer:

Communication with your attorney is crucial. Before you hire anyone, make sure you’ll feel comfortable speaking honestly and opening with him or her. Take note, too, of whether the lawyer can explain things clearly. Make it known that

\begin{footnotes}
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you want to be kept informed of what happens in the case, and agree on some ground rules—perhaps that you’ll be sent copies of documents or given periodic reports over the phone. That doesn’t mean that your lawyer has to be your best friend. But you might expect him or her to be empathetic and supportive if you’re going through a crisis.119

While empathy is certainly beneficial to the lawyer’s practice and her relationship with clients, lawyers should be cautioned that too much empathy—in other words “too complete identification with the client”—may be harmful. Effective lawyers must be able to “step back from the client’s situation, in ways that the client often cannot, in order to provide the critical eye and assessments that are part of [the lawyer’s] obligation to him.”120 Although too much empathy may cause problems, lack of empathy certainly will. Lawyers have to be objective, but not robotic. They must hone their empathic skills, and that takes training and practice.

Unlike learning how to analyze a case or write a persuasive argument, learning to empathize requires the lawyer to engage her ability to empathize with and care for her client in addition to her ability to analyze, strategize, and advocate. Developing empathy requires the lawyer to set aside her analytical tendencies and simply learn to feel. Professor Joshua Rosenberg explains that “[e]mpathy is not entirely, or even primarily, a cognitive experience. Indeed, it involves the momentary suspension of most of the key cognitive functions . . . “121 Such intellectual functions as judgment, evaluation, analysis, and problem solving must be set aside to allow the person to empathize with another.122 Doing this requires the person to do more than read or think, but requires her to actually place herself in positions to experience what the other person would be feeling.
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First, to fully empathize with a client a lawyer must actually experience the legal world from the client’s point of view; the lawyer must try to figuratively “walk in the skin” of her client. Occasionally lawyers have the opportunity (if they can call it that) to actually be a client—to be involved as a party to a lawsuit. That experience can be a tremendous opportunity to learn empathy. Gail Leverett Parenti, former President of the Florida Defense Lawyers Association, tells of her experience as a defendant in numerous cases including a malpractice action that lasted fifteen years and how these experiences taught her things and gave her “insights [she] couldn’t have learned in any other way” about what it means to be a client.123 For example, she relates that lawyers “can’t have a true appreciation of the anguish, the sleepless nights, the self-doubt, the depression, the impotent rage, the frustration with the legal system, the delays and the endless nonsense that a litigant experiences until [they] have experienced it first-hand.”124

But lawyers need not actually be involved as clients in litigation to have at least limited personal experience with what their clients are feeling. Lawyers can gain a level of understanding and empathy by meeting their clients in “their environment” rather than in the sterile law office. Being in the client’s environment helps the lawyer see first-hand what the client experiences. For example, a domestic relations lawyer could interview her clients in a battered women’s shelter—or at the very least she could spend a few hours volunteering there to better understand and appreciate the plight of the women who come there for solace.125

Lawyers can also develop their empathic skills by participating in role-play and other simulation scenarios with their colleagues. Such hands-on, participative experience is essential

123 Gail Leverett Parenti, Things I Learned From Being a Defendant, 25 Trial Advoc. Q. 2 (Summer 2006).
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to gaining true empathy because “studies indicate that learning to care must be situated in concrete learning rather than in general, abstracted learning.”126 Such experiential learning must be repeated throughout a lawyer’s career, because empathy or “the imagination of human predicaments is like a muscle: It atrophies unless it is continually used.”127

In addition to being aware that they need to find concrete experiences in which to come in contact with the feelings and experiences of their clients, lawyers wishing to develop greater empathy must be aware of behaviors and character traits that detract from empathy. Smith and Nester summarized empathy detracting behaviors including:

- saying nothing, failing to accurately respond to the client, using clichés, distorting what the client says, ignoring his feelings, putting the client’s problem in a bigger picture too soon, ignoring client clues about the inaccuracy of the lawyer’s responses to him, feigning understanding, parroting the client’s words back to him, allowing the client to ramble too much, doing nothing else but communicating empathy, seeming overeager, using inappropriate language, using legal jargon or stilted phrases, being longwinded, making wrong choices about whether to respond to the client’s feelings or the content of his speech, responding to the feelings of the client too quickly, responding defensively or negatively to client questions, asking too many questions, asking only leading questions, and asking questions whose answers do not help the lawyer in counseling the client.128

Thus, developing and exercising empathy is key to successful lawyering. But in addition to feeling “with” the client, the truly successful lawyer feels “for” the people she serves.

B. Compassion: The Lawyer’s Desire to Succour and Aid

In addition to showing empathy, feeling with the client, a successful, effective lawyer also shows compassion and feels “for” her client—she feels that desire to relieve her client’s distress and provide aid and succour. Dean Kevin J Worthen acknowledged this reality to a

group of law students on their first day of law school:

Because of the ubiquity and complex nature of law in our society, people are required to trust lawyers with their hopes, their dreams, their fortunes, their rights, and sometimes even their lives. How lawyers deal with those precious commodities is of extreme importance to those people. . . . [H]ow important it is that [lawyers] learn to really care enough about the human condition that they will refine and use those skills to improve others’ lives.129

The lawyer’s ability to care for others has been lauded by multiple leaders in the legal community. For example, Paul L. Stevens, then President of the Pennsylvania Bar Association, wrote that lawyers “need to become more compassionate about [their] clients. [Lawyers] need to show [their clients that they] care for them, and [lawyers] need to communicate with [their clients] as people, not treat them as just another case. We need to let them feel they are helping ‘run the store.’”130 Similarly, Maryland Lieutenant Governor Michael Steele, speaking at the Catholic University Law School, exhorted students: “Be a lawyer yes, be a good lawyer, absolutely, but be a man or woman . . . whose words and deeds are touched by . . . compassion and abundant love.”131

Compassion deeply engrained in a lawyer can provide the reason and the motivation for the hard work, long hours, and personal dedication necessary to succeed in law practice. As Sharon Salzberg stated:

Compassion is not at all weak. It is the strength that arises out of seeing the true nature of suffering in the world. Compassion allows us to bear witness to that suffering, whether it is in ourselves or others, without fear; it allows us to name injustice without hesitation, and to act strongly, with all the skill at our disposal.132
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Some lawyers may mistakenly believe that compassion detracts from their ability to practice law or even makes it impossible for them to do some of the things that lawyers frequently find that they must do in practice. For example, some lawyers may believe that if they develop compassion in their practice they might have difficulty impeaching a hostile witness at trial, painting the facts in the light most advantageous for their client, or in other ways zealously advocating for their clients. While this may be true to a small extent for some lawyers, it is a small price to pay for the other benefits of compassion.

In her piece about enlightened advocacy and a more humanistic and holistic approach to lawyering, Ingrid Tollefson made the following key observation:

The lawyer as nurturer implies a focus on the client’s needs encompassing humanistic, analytical and technical approaches to conflict resolution. The metaphor, however, does not imply a ‘new-age,’ ‘feel-good,’ ‘touchy-feely,’ or ‘warm-fuzzy’ approach to lawyering. Proficiency in the intellectual and technical rigors of legal analysis, or ‘thinking like a lawyer’ is fundamental to capable and accomplished lawyering. However, compassion is equally pragmatic. It functions as an essential and practical component of the nurturing practice. Thus, for the nurturing lawyer, ambition to master critical reading, writing, argument, and reasoning skills met with the ambition to cultivate compassion creates the ideal for what it means to be ‘successful’ in the art of legal advocacy and counseling.

Despite its possible misuse, compassion plays an important role in the effective practice of law. In fact, lawyers need to develop and express compassion to best serve their clients because “the quality that elevates us from being a great lawyer and moves us into the next level is simply caring.”

Compassion plays a role in nearly all interactions with clients, but is essential in those
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where emotions are strong and pain very real.137 Philip Weinstein of the Rhode Island Bar Association reminds lawyers that family law is ripe with the need for compassion: “It behooves us to work to better understand and appreciate the pain and grief that people go through with a failed marriage, the pain their children endure, and the anger that people feel in a divorce.”138 But compassion and care is not limited to the personal emotions of family law, it is key in other litigation contexts as well. For example, lawyers can show compassion for plaintiffs injured because of another’s negligence or for a patient whose life is forever changed because of medical malpractice.139 But truly compassionate lawyers also find opportunities to extend care to those accused of negligent behavior or even “for a physician who is being sued for producing an injury despite his Hippocratic Oath to do no harm.”140 And compassion even comes into play in purely transactional practice as lawyers extend care to aging parents who seek to create an estate plan to best protect their children or structure business arrangements between partners who ultimately may have differences that lead to the dissolution of the partnership.

Finally, lawyers should develop compassion because their clients often value it. When a client feels that a lawyer truly cares about her and is compassionate, she feels that the lawyer is loyal to her cause and “can be a source of emotional sustenance, particularly for those clients whose legal problems are as painful as they are complex.”141 With the emotional support of a compassionate lawyer, the client may be better equipped to face a long, difficult legal battle.142 A client who feels compassion from her lawyer “may be more responsive to the lawyer’s advice,
and while this possibility opens the door to manipulation, it also offers the hope that good advice, which would have been discounted by a more reserved client, will now be taken seriously.”

Finally, attorney Steven Keeva asserts that lawyers who lack compassion for clients encounter obstacles to giving good legal advice and care. He wrote:

My impression, born out in interviews with clients over the years, is that what troubles so many of them is a sense that certain mindsets and attitudes stand between them and the lawyers they hire. Several implied questions are clear including: why can’t they (i.e. lawyers) just talk to me like normal human beings? What is it about practicing law that makes people so unreal, so detached from the rhythms and concerns of everyday life? I believe the research suggesting that non-lawyers see lawyers “as dominant and aggressive professionals who are lacking in caring and compassion,” supports my impression, since “real” people let their guards down now and then and do not frame every situation in dry, legalistic terms. They understand that people who come to them in need, often at moments of great suffering, can use a strong, but also caring hand.

The lawyer who seeks to demonstrate compassion may find that while its seeds are arguably innate, fully developing it and ultimately harvesting its fruits takes effort and conscious determination.

Compassionate lawyers bear the burdens of others, namely, their clients. Lawyer F. Burton Howard once said that it “is the principal business of a lawyer, to bear the burdens of another.” Speaking to a group of alumni from the BYU law school, James E. Faust, a former attorney, encouraged them to “[I]ook upon [their] learning and license to practice law as a way to do great things for little people and little things for everyone.” The ways that lawyers can serve others differ from the more tangible services provided by those in other professions.
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like engineering or medicine, but, as John W. Davis once remarked, that service is equally valued and necessary. He said,

True, we build no bridges. We raise no towers. We construct no engines. We paint no pictures—unless as amateurs for our own amusement. There is little of all that we do which the eye of man can see. But we smooth out difficulties; we relieve stress; we correct mistakes; we take up other men’s burdens and by our efforts we make possible the peaceful life of men in a peaceful state.148

Compassionate lawyers can hardly be restrained from trying to render assistance and to bring healing when they witness suffering, pain, and other injustice. A moving example of the desire to bear another’s burden is found in the following story, shared by an extraordinary lawyer:

[A] few weeks ago, I went to see one of the children who is a named plaintiff in a mental health class action I am litigating in Massachusetts. He lives with his grandmother in a tiny, one bedroom apartment also shared by his aunt, her husband, and their two infant children. He has profound behavioral and language challenges, strikes out frequently and hugs, a bit roughly, almost as frequently. He has much to say but can barely speak. He loves to play but has no one to play with. He is loved by his grandmother but almost no one else. As a result of his behavioral challenges, complex needs, and poverty, he is isolated, segregated, and abandoned by most educational and mental health providers. I had been spending long hours on this complex case on behalf of the class of children and had little time left over for individual advocacy. But when I left his tiny apartment, got in my car and closed my eyes, I made a decision that I would do everything in my power to alter this desperate situation. I vowed to represent him in whatever forums, for however long, in whatever ways necessary to remedy this neglect.149

Truly this lawyer has developed compassion, and all lawyers can help to bear the burdens of others as they focus on the people they serve and seek solutions for the problems they face.

Further, compassionate lawyers comfort those who stand in need of comfort. Often this
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comfort is given by small acts of compassion that may or may not be directly related to the legal proceedings in which the lawyer is involved. Sometimes this compassion is shown simply by the way the lawyer interacts with the client and in the relationship that develops between the two. The lawyer who could not be restrained from aiding the struggling boy in Massachusetts shared this example of compassionate comforting:

Laurie was a client of mine at the Northampton State Hospital. She was a twenty-five year old woman who had been institutionalized for eight years. She was afraid to talk to anyone. I spent almost a year, visiting with her at least once a week. For months we only sat quietly together. After a while we held hands, and gradually she began to respond to my questions, albeit with only a nod of her head. Eventually we started having conversations. A year later she initiated these conversations, eagerly and with a smile on her face. She told me of her abuse, and witnessing the abuse of her siblings. Eventually, as her confidant and dedicated advocate, I helped her leave the hospital and move to a community home. When she died a few years later . . . I cried because I had lost a dear friend. But her presence and friendship was an enormous teaching in patience and compassion.150

While this lawyer did offer traditional “legal services” to Laurie, perhaps the most important service he rendered was by being a comforter and a friend.

Finally, lawyers can employ that same compassion in their interactions with opposing counsel and others by seeking to transcend the adversarial nature of the proceedings. The following story about an otherwise typical lawyer illustrates such integration:

Litigation is often contentious; sometimes overly so. On one occasion, this lawyer found himself in a deposition involving several attorneys, one of whom repeatedly verbally abused one of the other lawyers, engaging in personal attacks and tirades. [The lawyer], somewhat stunned, did little to intervene on behalf of the victim, in part because the issues which sparked the outbursts had nothing to do with his client. That evening, however, he felt horrible. He resolved that he would never again allow that to happen to another attorney or witness when he was present . . . . He has kept that resolve to this day.151
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By bearing burdens, giving comfort, and showing care in their interactions with others, lawyers can demonstrate compassion in their professional practice.

III. The Missing Piece in Modern Legal Education

Because understanding client needs and expectations and learning to relate with empathy and compassion to clients, opposing counsel, and decision-makers are such central skills to successful lawyering, helping students to understand and acquire these skills and attributes also should be central to legal education. Unfortunately, modern legal education often fails in this area. Both the recent Carnegie Foundation report on the education of lawyers and the anecdotal experiences of students point to this “missing piece” in the modern legal curriculum.

A. Better Preparing Students for the Practice of Law: Criticisms of Modern Legal Education

Among the major criticisms of legal education is the lack of context for the substantive law students are taught.152 Too often students are taught legal analysis in a near vacuum—with little or no discussion of how the legal concepts they are learning actually impact the lives and emotions of real people. The recent report on legal education sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation, described the evolution of legal education over the course of the twentieth century: “In its quest for academic respectability, legal education [has] come to emphasize legal knowledge and reasoning at the expense of attention to practice skills, while the relations of legal activity to morality and public responsibility receive[,] even less direct attention in the curriculum.”153 Of course it is critical that students learn to “think like a lawyer” and thereby “accurately ascertain the relevant facts, and [...] apply disciplined logic and reason to those facts in

order to arrive at a solution to whatever problem it is they are addressing." But analysis without human context can be dangerous, and “[u]nfortunately, . . . we do not teach people how to use these skills in the contexts where they are most needed—in interactions and relationships with colleagues, opposing counsel, clients and decision-makers.” Legal analysis is only the first step in the process; applying that analysis to realistic situations (learning the “skills” of lawyering) is critical.

A more serious criticism of modern legal education focuses not only on the lack of context but on the isolation of logic and “critical thinking” to the exclusion of the emotional and “human” aspects of legal analysis, often giving “the covert message that dealing with human emotions and personality is inconsistent with legal thinking.” Students need to understand that a successful lawyer is a “professional with a wide range of particular skills but also a human being who exercises judgment, who cares for her fellow human beings (both clients and the larger society), and who has a vision of what professional work should be that goes beyond litigation.” Proponents of this viewpoint assert that legal education would be more effective if students were exposed to the more “human” aspects of lawyering. These “human aspects of lawyering” include empathy, altruism, service, and understanding the emotions at play in the law.
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160 Carrie Menkel-Meadow, Narrowing the Gap by Narrowing the Field: What’s Missing from the MacCrate Report—Of Skills, Legal
According to Professor Carrie Menkel-Meadow, a chief advocate of this view, what is most missing for me . . . in legal education is any systematic teaching and learning about what has been called “the human arts of lawyering.” To the extent that most lawyers spend most of their time with people there is insufficient attention given to the arts (and science) of interacting with others. Kronman points out that the ability to be “sympathetic” to the client is an essential part of lawyering. Unlike others who write about lawyering and the legal profession, he believes it can be, unlike intuition, “discursively explicated.” He suggests that the good lawyer must develop an “imagination” for considering the world view and values and choices of the person whom one is trying to help (the client).”

Further, critics point to the lack of training in “professional identity” that occurs when too much focus is put on the analytical aspects of legal education. Such professional identity “draws to the foreground the purposes of the profession and the formation of the identity of lawyers guided by these purposes.” According to the authors of the Carnegie Foundation report, “if legal education had as its focus forming legal professionals who are both competent and responsible to clients and the public, learning legal analysis and practical skills would be more fully significant to both the students and faculty.” The formation of such identity is critical:

A surgeon wielding a scalpel and a lawyer equipped with potent arguments are positive figures, not simply through what they can do but because of who they have become. It is because of their sense of who they are and how they understand themselves in the world that these professionals’ skills become positive assets for everyone rather than threats to well-being. . . . The moral development of professionals requires a holistic approach to the educational experience that can grasp its formative effects as a whole.”

Perhaps the most stinging critique of modern legal education is that it teaches students to disregard, if not ignore, the client whom the lawyer is called to serve. The authors of the
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Kristin B. Gerdy

Carnegie Foundation report noted that the most significant missing element in modern legal education is experience with clients.\textsuperscript{165} Noting that the focus of legal education is on cases rather than clients, the Carnegie authors rebuked the placement of clients as seeming “afterthoughts” in legal education by noting that the role of clients in the legal classroom and “the typical form in which the case books present cases may even suggest something misleading about the roles lawyers play, more often casting them as distanced planners or observers than as interacting participants in legal actions.”\textsuperscript{166} Thus, through the heavy emphasis on legal rules, students are given “the illusion that every client problem can be addressed through comprehensive and extensive knowledge of the relevant law and procedure, which is learned through lecture and reading.”\textsuperscript{167}

Because of their text-based rather than client-based orientation, the majority of law school class discussions focus on legal analysis—the contours of the legal rules and their application to various hypothetical situations. The focus on appellate decisions, which presents excellent opportunities to discuss legal rules, is largely inconsistent with a focus on the people involved.\textsuperscript{168} The opinions themselves draw students away from the clients: facts are usually edited down to their “bare essentials” (only those key facts necessary to apply the legal rules are retained), parties are often unnamed and simply referred to by their procedural titles (plaintiff, defendant, appellant, appellee), and so forth.\textsuperscript{169} Thus it is to be expected that the classroom discussions rarely turn to the actual people involved in the cases—the clients whose lives and
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livelihoods are deeply affected by the legal rules. This exclusion is so ubiquitous that “students are not even troubled by it. While a class without rules or policies, courts or lawyers, would make most students nervous, maybe even angry, the same students would not even notice a class without clients.”

This emphasis away from clients in the majority of their education leads many students to believe that their professional practice and its attendant analysis will focus on research (which is not completely untrue), but also that such analysis and learning “will occur apart from their clients and their experiences in legal settings. Therefore, the idea of continuous learning through many cycles of experience, reflection, analysis and implementation centered on each client’s input, reaction, and experience is unsettling for students and difficult for them to accept.” Ultimately, many students leave their legal education with the mistaken belief that “an in-depth relationship with the client is unnecessary.” In contrast to their understanding of how to deal with court procedure, how to argue before the court (especially the appellate court), and even how to negotiate with opposing counsel, students lack an understanding of how to relate to clients—often seeing the relationship only in the abstract. Not only do many students fail to see the importance of learning to relate to their clients, they also fail to understand the role of the client in “building and executing a litigation strategy that will constitute success in the client’s eyes” or the importance of the client’s opinions and goals in effectuating a successful business transaction. And because their legal education reinforces these ideas, students often resist or resent spending the time and energy necessary to develop effective client relations later in their
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Unfortunately, some students believe that their legal education discourages them from developing compassion and empathy and encourages them to be “cold” and “uncaring”\textsuperscript{177}.

[Student 1]: I feel that [compassion] is something that is eradicated in law school. This notion that we can present things as though, like law, it's a self-contained unit, it's a sphere that we can look down upon as though we were astronauts that can look down on the earth. The whole idea that these things are neutral and that a neutral outcome results just eliminates any notion of compassion because professors sort of play on that, “Oh, well you feel sorry for these people. Oh well, that's too bad. Oh, well the law says, X.” We are really taught that compassion is a bad thing.

...  

[Student 2] The one thing bad about the way I argue now is that I think it's a little bit less passionately. I've been taught [here] that emotion in an argument is a minus and in my culture emotion in an argument is a plus. And here whenever you present an emotional side of an argument-which I think is just as valid as many other arguments-you know, about the abortion issue. You know, how a woman feels about having to have a baby-and I mean why isn't that any more legitimate than endless arguments about the constitutional right to privacy? I don't think one really should take precedence over the other. And I think it's instilled in you that if you make an emotional argument then it's wrong\textsuperscript{178}.

In light of these concerns, it is critical that law professors develop methods for teaching law students about client needs and expectations along with client relations skills, primarily empathy and compassion. As the ABA report on Public Perception of Lawyers aptly noted, Lawyers “must be taught the importance of lawyer-client relationships in law school . . . .”\textsuperscript{179}

B. The Current Place of Clients, Empathy, and Compassion in the Law School Curriculum

The traditional law school class, which is heavily dominated by Socratic dialogue,
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arguably is not the most natural place to teach about client needs, empathy and compassion. Such things are not easily taught nor learned through lecture or through sequential questioning with hypotheticals. At best, such methods could simply teach students the theoretical side of client relations, empathy, and compassion. Students would come away with such things as a textbook definition of empathy and compassion, a list of “common concerns” that clients bring with them, and perhaps some students would be convinced that such things as empathy and compassion may be important in the law.\textsuperscript{180} But with a bit of innovation, even the most “traditional” course could include at least a taste of what students will encounter when they interact with clients and could touch on elements of empathy and compassion as they interact with the subject matter of the course.

Such teaching happens naturally in law school clinics where students come face to face with real clients. Discussions of these topics also occur regularly in simulation classes like legal clinics and in simulation courses such as Interviewing and Counseling, Mediation, and Negotiations.\textsuperscript{181} But must these important topics be relegated to the “skills” curriculum?

In order to determine whether our students are receiving instruction in these important areas, we decided to ask them what they thought. As part of a survey given before graduation, third-year law students were asked to what extent they felt their legal education prepared them to understand, appreciate, and experience clients’ needs and expectations, relating with clients, empathy and compassion, and the public’s perception of lawyers and the legal profession. The results of that survey are represented in Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To what extent do you feel that your legal education has helped you to understand, appreciate, and experience the importance of the following in law practice?</th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Moderately</th>
<th>Significantly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clients needs and expectations</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal dynamics and relating with clients</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The importance of compassion and empathy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The public’s perception of lawyers and the law</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the forty-five students who answered the question, the majority of the student respondents felt that they had little or no meaningful education about clients, their needs and expectations, how to relate with clients and others, the importance of compassion and empathy, and the public’s perception of lawyers and the law. If the students answered “somewhat,” “moderately,” or “significantly” to any of the specific areas, they were asked to report in what setting they believe they gained this understanding, appreciation, or experience. Their responses, while not necessarily surprising, are instructive.

Students reported that they learned the most about clients’ needs, the importance of interpersonal relations, and about empathy and compassion specifically through their work and externship experiences. Some students reported that they learned about clients’ needs by observing the attorneys with whom they worked, primarily in externships. Sometimes the examples were not positive, but they were still instructive: “I learned [about client needs and expectations] from a summer job. The attorney seemed to not listen to his clients, a lot of which were low income minorities. They had better knowledge of the facts than the attorney, but he rarely listened. They were often dissatisfied. As a result, the office got a lot of replacement of counsel forms.” With regard to her own experiences in an externship, one student commented,
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“I volunteered at a community lawyering center . . . . I realized that the knowledge that I gained in class was not easily translated to the practice of law. It helped me learn how to take information from class and translate it into actual practice.”

The formal courses that students felt helped them most with regard to understanding clients and learning interpersonal relations, empathy, and compassion were classes like Legal Interviewing & Counseling, Elder Law, Professional Responsibility, Child Advocacy, Mediation, and Law Practice Management. Unfortunately, of those courses mentioned by the students, only professional responsibility is a required course. Interestingly, the majority of the courses respondents listed were taught by adjunct professors, perhaps signaling that members of the practicing bar who are actually working with clients may instinctively bring them into the classroom and are more likely to focus on these points than are legal academics.

Finally, students noted informal sources of education including their professors, friends, and total strangers. One respondent pointed directly to “the example of professors who took time to show compassion and empathy to me personally.” While several students noted that simply being in law school had exposed them to comments and discussions with those around them regarding lawyers and how others feel about them.

The critiques of legal education from the Carnegie Foundation and others and the students’ assessment of their own education, begs the question whether such things as understanding clients, sharing empathy, and offering compassion can be taught or if they are innate characteristics that at best can be facilitated.

C. Can Client Needs, Empathy, And Compassion Be Taught?

Before analyzing when and how understanding clients, empathy, and compassion might
be taught, law professors will likely ask whether these skills and attributes are actually “teachable.” In other words, is it possible to teach students to be more compassionate and empathetic, or is raising awareness the most that can be hoped for?

Many professional educators question whether skills like empathy and compassion can actually be taught, and critics argue that understanding clients and others and interacting with empathy and compassion elude teaching. Others maintain that empathy and compassion can be facilitated but cannot be “directly taught as [] skill[s].” A large body of literature focusing mainly on the teaching of empathy and compassion in professional medical schools, however, maintains that empathy and compassion can and should be taught—and that teaching should begin early in the educational process.

Exposing students to the feelings of those they serve and to ways to increase their empathy and compassion early in their education is natural because many students come to the start of their professional education already possessing “much empathy and genuine love—a real desire to help other people.” Unfortunately, throughout the course of their professional education, many students “learn to mask their feelings, or worse, to deny them. They learn detachment and equanimity.” They come to “focus not on patients [or clients], but on diseases [and causes of action].” Over the course of time these budding professionals learn to suppress
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the empathy and compassion that once was natural and may have even been their reason for choosing their profession in the first place.189

Like legal education,190 medical education has struggled with the questions of if, when, and how empathy and compassion should be taught. Criticisms of traditional medical education often center on the strict scientific focus of the curriculum:

Too often, our medical curriculum focuses on disease processes and the learning of skills (of diagnosis, assessment and management), and fails to focus on the patients themselves. Through no fault of the medical students, the patient assumes the status of his or her diseased organ system (“the clear-cell carcinoma in bed 412A”) rather than a human being with an illness.191

In a stinging commentary on the arguable hypocrisy of medical education, Johanna Shapiro and her colleagues observed: “Indeed, we were guilty of continually exhorting students to maintain compassion and composure while providing little actual training and practice in how to do so.”192

Like legal education, medical education often focuses on “cases” rather than on people, much of the writing students do is “‘objective’ and impersonal,” and “often the Individual patient [or client] is seen as only a model, a body to be treated, or a good ‘teaching case’ that illustrates a
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189 William T. Branch, Jr., The Ethics of Caring and Medical Education, 75 Academic Medicine 127, 128 (2000) (“Many have observed, however, that doctors lose this intense receptivity to patients later in their training. This suggests that medical education fails to maintain and may even suppress students’ orientation toward caring. Young doctors suppress feelings and put aside values (temporarily?) in order to get on with their training and work. This suppression of empathy not only prevents moral development but may even erode existing moral values. In addition to their own suppression, young doctors are assimilated into a ward culture that does not value empathy.”).

190 For discussions of teaching empathy in law school, particularly in legal clinics, see Philip M. Genty, Clients Don’t Take Sabbaticals: The Indispensable In-house Clinic and the Teaching of Empathy, 7 Clinical L. Rev. 273 (2000) (arguing that “empathy skills can be taught only with actual clients and only in an in-house model in which we are working directly with the students and clients); Peter Margulies, Reframing Empathy in Clinical Legal Education, 5 Clinical L. Rev. 605 (1999); Joshua D. Rosenberg, Teaching Empathy in Law School, 36 U.S.F. L. Rev. 621 (2002) (discussing the importance of teaching empathy and comparing teaching it to other behavioral skills that must be taught through experience); Bruce J. Winick, Using Therapeutic Jurisprudence in Teaching Lawyering Skills: Meeting the Challenge of the New ABA Standards, 17 St. Thomas L. Rev. 429 (2005) (discussing assignments and example in teaching client relation skills including empathy).

191 Michael Wilkes et al., Towards More Empathic Medical Students: A Medical Student Hospitalization Experience, 36 Medical Ed. 528, 528 (2002).

192 Johanna Shapiro et al., Teaching the Art of Doctoring: An Innovative Medical Student Elective, 28 Medical Teacher 30, 30 (2006).
Because of this historic focus away from the patient, many medical educators have examined the best way to teach students patient skills, specifically empathy and compassion. A survey of medical educators found agreement that these skills and attributes should be taught, but several believed that they should be part of the “informal curriculum,” taught in an “intuitive” if not “haphazard” fashion, because their teaching was unduly “difficult to structure or formalize.” Others, however, strongly believe that empathy and compassion can be taught through “an explicit, well-developed teaching schema.”

Among the most effective ways to teach empathy and compassion and to help students to strengthen their empathic and compassionate natures are through the use of humanities, patient/client stories, personal reflections, and experiences that serve to “increase student interest and involvement and help them connect abstract ideas with concrete knowledge.” Using the humanities (literature and theater) and stories is effective in teaching empathy and compassion because they “engage the emotions as well as the intellect, thereby achieving deep understanding of and insight into the experience of another.”

Students already have developed some level of empathy and compassion by virtue of their life experiences and relationships with other people, but each can enhance the ability to understand and care about others. In order to do so students need to understand what empathy and compassion are and see examples of empathic and compassionate behavior, particularly in
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the lawyering context.\textsuperscript{201} But simply understanding and observing is not sufficient to cause real development; students must also practice the behavior they wish to develop and receive feedback from their teacher.\textsuperscript{202}

Even if empathy and compassion themselves cannot be directly taught, teachers can help students develop their empathic and compassionate abilities by providing opportunities for their students to exercise their pre-existing abilities. Experiences that allow students to experience “self-awareness, listening skills, awareness of the commonalities of all human beings, and respect and tolerance for the differences” can facilitate student empathy.\textsuperscript{203}

Empathy and compassion can also be enhanced as faculty act as role models and allow opportunities for students to reflect on what they observe.\textsuperscript{204} Giving students “professional-socialization experiences and . . . modeling compassion and allowing empathy can facilitate empathy to occur.”\textsuperscript{205} The opposite is also true, giving students opportunities to “identify any negative, fragmenting behaviors such as prejudice, self-preoccupation, excessive nervous talking, poor listening and poor assertiveness skills, and low self-esteem will assist students in taking responsibility to change these behaviors that block empathy . . . .”\textsuperscript{206}

Despite the feeling that some medical educators have that empathy and compassion cannot be taught, or at best can only be taught by informal assimilation, the overriding opinion is

\textsuperscript{200} Johanna Shapiro et al., \textit{Teaching Empathy to First Year Medical Students: Evaluation of an Elective Literature and Medicine Course}, 17 Education for Health 73, 74 (2004).
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that not only can these skills be taught, but they are essential for a complete medical education. The Association of American Medical Colleges’s, *Learning Objectives for Medical Student Education: Guidelines for Medical Schools*, directly addresses empathy and compassion and requires that graduates demonstrate competency in these areas. The guidelines read:

Physicians must be compassionate and empathetic in caring for patients, and must be trustworthy and truthful in all of their professional dealings. They must bring to the study and practice of medicine those character traits, attitudes, and values that underpin ethical and beneficent medical care. . . . At all times they must act with integrity, honesty, respect for patients’ privacy, and respect for the dignity of patients as persons. In all of their interactions with patients they must seek to understand the meaning of the patients’ stories in the context of the patients’ beliefs, and family and cultural values. They must avoid being judgmental when the patients’ beliefs and values conflict with their own. . . .

For its part the medical school must ensure that before graduation a student will have demonstrated, to the satisfaction of the faculty, the following: . . .

- Compassionate treatment of patients, and respect for their privacy and dignity
- Honesty and integrity in all interactions with patients’ families, colleagues, and others with whom physicians must interact in their professional lives
- An understanding of, and respect for, the roles of other health care professionals, and of the need to collaborate with others in caring for individual patients and in promoting the health of defined populations
- A commitment to advocate at all times the interests of one’s patients over one’s own interests . . .

Thus, medical educators have concluded that they can and must teach their students to understand patients and their needs and to act with empathy and compassion. The following section illustrates some of the techniques medical school professors have used to help their students develop these critical skills and attributes.
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IV. Compassion and Empathy in Medical Education: Techniques for Teaching Effective “Bedside Manner”

Since the 1990s many medical schools have incorporated instruction in empathy and compassion into their curricula. During that time more than a dozen research studies have examined the success of teaching empathy to medical students. Many of these studies focused on empathy as a communication skill and included instruction through “lectures, small group workshops, audiotapes, [and] videotapes.” All of the studies found that the empathy of the students involved increased during the course of the instruction, and those studies that used control groups “showed significantly higher scores favoring the intervention group.”

Medical schools have chosen various ways to help their students learn to value their patients’ needs and to develop empathy and compassion. For example, at the University of Texas Medical Branch, the Gold-Headed Cane Award is given to graduates who best represent the highest level of “interest in the welfare of patients.” The Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine offers an elective course focusing on patient spirituality that requires students to keep a daily spiritual log, complete a personal spiritual profile, and a compile a case report of a patient’s use of religion to face a medical problem. And at Harvard Medical School, first-year students develop relationships with patients with life-threatening illnesses and their families. Although these medical schools have chosen different methods of teaching empathy and compassion, the theory underlying them all is “that by immersing themselves in emotional accounts of illness, students will expand their capacity to adopt the patient’s
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perspective during clinical work.”²¹³

The means of teaching client perspective, empathy, and compassion are as varied as the professors who employ them and the students who learn from them. The remainder of this section describes some of these teaching innovations.²¹⁴

A. Symbolic Entry into the Profession: “White Coat Ceremonies”

One largely symbolic attempt to teach compassion to medical students is the White Coat Ceremony. The modern incarnation of these ceremonies originated in 1998 when entering students at 93 U.S. medical schools were presented with white coats to emphasize the human side of medicine and as a symbol of the importance of compassion and humility in medical practice.²¹⁵ Students and faculty generally see these ceremonies as “uplifting and meaningful.”²¹⁶ Critics, however, question whether such ceremonies are “the best vehicle through which to encourage compassionate and humble caregiving,” and instead suggest that medical students be encouraged to participate in community service such as working at free clinics, domestic violence shelters, drug treatment programs, and other such programs where they can aid underserved populations.²¹⁷

²¹⁴ There are a few medical schools with the foresight and resources to develop full courses aimed at helping students develop these important skills. For an example of such a course, see Johanna Shapiro et al., Teaching the Art of Doctoring: An Innovative Medical Student Elective, 28 Medical Teacher 30, 31 (2006). The objectives of the Art of Doctoring course include:
[students will u]nderstand the usefulness of reflection and imaginative perspective in developing insight into how best to convey compassion, caring and empathy to patients, patients’ family members, peers, self and others
[students will b]e able to identify and assimilate compassionate, caring, empathic and respectful attitudes and behaviors modeled by positive physician and peer role-models
[students will k]now how to use reflective writing, reading and other humanities-based techniques to develop and maintain compassion and empathy

B. Using the Humanities to Teach Empathy and Compassion

Other means of teaching empathy and compassion focus on the use of the humanities to expose students to patients’ feelings and perspectives. One such method medical educators have effectively used to teach empathy and compassion is drama—theatrical performance followed by discussion. Advocates of this teaching method argue that “drama provides opportunities for self-exploration and personal reflection. Participation . . . can foster empathy by putting students in touch with their feelings . . . . By involving students in active participation through identification with imagined roles and situations, drama becomes an effective tool for attitude change.” 218 Viewing a dramatic performance allows students to experience their own emotions in a safe learning environment, and because of that safe environment they are “more likely to allow themselves to experience the full range of emotions.” 219 Many medical schools use the play Wit to help students learn about empathy and compassion. 220 The play is the story of a woman dying of cancer and her experiences with the medical profession, highlighting the “importance of communication and compassion in the doctor-patient relationship.” 221

After they watch the performance together, students participate in “talk-back discussions” with cast members and faculty. During these sessions students reflect on their future roles as doctors and also share their emotions. 222 The discussions give faculty the perfect opportunity to talk directly about empathy and compassion—both based on what was shown (and not shown) by the characters in the play and based on what the students themselves feel at the time and what
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220 “Wit is the story of Vivian Bearing, a 50-year-old scholar of John Donne’s 17th century Holy Sonnets, who[,] has been diagnosed with Stage 4 ovarian cancer and is undergoing experimental treatment at a major teaching hospital. Throughout the play, Dr. Bearing presents a primer on medical professionalism, including lessons about a patient’s illness experience, doctor-patient communication, palliative care, spiritual growth, and medical ethics. While dying, she reassesses her life and work with passion and humor and, in the process, demonstrates the importance of communication and compassion in the doctor–patient relationship.” Id. at 247-48.
they would want to do were they in the characters’ positions. Using these real feelings (albeit based on a theatrical rather than “real” experience), makes the discussion concrete and meaningful for students.

Like using drama to teach empathy and compassion, some have used literature to help their pre-clinical students have experiences with empathy and increase their capacity for compassion and appreciation of their patients’ conditions. Students read poetry and short stories dealing with such topics as “the doctor-patient relationship, physical examination, listening to patients, pain, sexuality, cross-cultural issues, lifestyle modification/noncompliance and geriatrics.” To assist students in developing empathy, faculty can emphasize “understanding of, and identifying with, different points of view in the texts, including those of physicians, patients, and family members, as well as their own.”

Students who read literature as part of their medical education recognize that it helps them to better understand their patients and that helps to make them better doctors. Representative comments from students express their feelings about the exercise:

- “The poems and stuff helped me see how disease affects patients’ daily lives.”
- “After this course, I realize patients can be afraid, belligerent, and vulnerable.”
- “I’ve learned about how to change my perspective from myself to looking at a situation from the patient’s point of view.”
- “By reading, I’ve learned to listen for what the patient needs and hopes for.”

In addition to the student comments, the “study found significant improvements in medical student empathy . . . after participation in a literature-based intervention.”
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C. Reflection Techniques

In addition to those employing the humanities, several means of teaching empathy and compassion employ reflection techniques. Technically speaking, “reflection is a ‘process of internally examining and exploring an issue of concern, triggered by an experience, which creates and clarifies meaning in terms of self, and which results in a changed conceptual perspective.’” 227 Reflection benefits the persons trying to increase their empathy and compassion because reflecting on their own lives and the lives of others allows the persons to “inspect the memories and associations triggered” by their own experience, and in so doing “they become all the more available and use to their patients [and clients.]” 228 The simple awareness of one’s “own feelings and experiences deepens [her] capacity to respond empathically to patients . . . .” 229

One means of using reflection to teach empathy is the small group discussion. Letting small groups of students meet together with a faculty member to reflect upon what they are learning and the experiences they are having, can be an effective means of teaching about client needs, empathy, and compassion. In these small groups, students have the “opportunit[y] to reflect on the meaning and purpose of their work . . . [and to] share feelings and support each other.” 230 Providing these regularly scheduled opportunities can help students balance the intensity of their substantive learning with the more personal “caring orientation” of their work. 231

An in-class exercise that calls on students to reflect on their personalities and their ability to relate to others involves asking the students to list “the qualities that make a good
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physician”232 or to ask students to list the qualities they think that a patient values in a physician. Students are then asked to think about themselves and give themselves a score “either better, worse or the same compared to when they entered medical school.”233 Through this exercise students are able to reflect on how their education is effecting them and they are able to “identify within themselves the problems of emerging cynicism and disillusionment.”234 Students can also be encouraged to target particular areas they want to work on in their own personalities.

In addition to in-class discussions, several different types of writing assignments have been used successfully to help students reflect upon their capacity for empathy and compassion and to better understand their patients’ views and needs.

Several medical educators have employed writing assignments to cause students to reflect on their experiences and the experiences of others in the hope that it might enhance their empathy and compassion. There is evidence to suggest that reflective writing can increase students’ “self-perceived empathy and professionalism.”235 Such assignments typically fall into three categories: critical incident reports, personal narratives, and point-of-view writing.

Critical incident reports, which are also referred to as clinical journals, require the student to write about clinical scenarios she has participated in as a doctor-in-training.236 While such assignments don’t require the student to stand in the shoes on the patient, they do require her to assess her own interactions with patients and to reflect upon her own effectiveness. In so doing, the student will likely identify both incidents where she acted with empathy and compassion and
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incidents where, in looking back on them, she wished she had been more caring or tried harder to understand the patient’s needs and desires.

Personal narratives require students to reflect upon and write about either their own personal experience or that of a close family member or friend. In a medical context, these personal narratives often focus on the students’ own experiences with illness and require them to reflect on how that illness affected their own lives and the lives of those close to them.

Some programs, like an elective seminar on narrative medicine at the Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons, use personal illness narratives as a vehicle for examining multiple aspects of empathy and patient understanding. During the first week of the course the students begin writing their personal illness narratives in class. The next week they revise their narrative to tell the story from the “point of view of the ill person’s body.” During the third week the students revise the narrative again, this time changing the genre from a narrative essay to a different form like poetry or dramatic dialogue. The following week they expand the narrative to include the “familial, cultural, or ethnic context.” Finally, the students revise the narrative to describe how the ill person was “perceived or represented by others” including the physician.

Personal narratives complement critical incident reports because they allow students to adopt a different point of view—they write from the viewpoint of the patient rather than that of the physician. The impact of these reflections can be profound:

351, 352 (2004); see also Johanna Shapiro et al., Teaching the Art of Doctoring: An Innovative Medical Student Elective, 28 Medical Teacher 30, 31 (2006) (describing reflective writing assignments in an Art of Doctoring course).
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Such experiences may critically inform the nature of students’ professional caregiving. These illness experiences may be central motivations behind a student’s decision to become a doctor; they may limit a student’s openness to hearing particular kinds of clinical stories; or they may render some patients’ stories difficult to hear because they get “confuse[d] with their own.” In addition, the process of writing and sharing personal stories may clarify hitherto unexplored challenges or biases—vulnerabilities each physician carries with him or her throughout professional life. 243

Students who have experiences writing personal narratives during the course of their medical education have reported that the experience “positively influenced their understanding of or ability to care for patients.”244 Some noted that they felt “an increased sense of regard and empathy for patients.”245 Students also urged that other medical students be given the opportunity to write personal narratives.246 Two specific student comments to the Columbia assignments reveal both the specific and the widespread importance of such personal reflections. Speaking of the assignment specifically, one student commented, “[the assignment] makes you explore your own perspectives and biases as well as learn from other people’s perspectives.”247 Of the role of personal narratives and other reflective exercises, another noted, “Medical school desensitizes you to the point of numbness and we need this mode of expression to soften the edges created by our curriculum.”248

Similar to the personal illness narratives are assignments that require students to reflect on their own interactions with others. For example, in the Art of Doctoring class, students are assigned to write daily about “one situation in which they behaved consistent with their values and sense of professionalism, thereby making a positive difference in someone else’s life; and
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one situation that, on reflection, they think they could have handled differently and more compassionately. Students then bring their reflections to class and discuss them together. Actually putting their thoughts into writing helps the students see more clearly how they were or were not coming to embody the principles of empathy and compassion they had discussed in class. An alternative to daily reflections is to have each student identify a particular observable and measurable behavior related to empathy, compassion, or other human relations skills, and ask them to track their behavior over a set period of time and then set goals to improve their behavior. Students can then report on their project in a reflective essay assessing their experience and sharing observations about the importance of the behavior in their life, the ease or difficulty in changing their behavior, and so forth.

A third type of reflective writing assignment employs point-of-view writing. These assignments require students to write from the patient’s “emotional and social perspective about his or her illness and its consequences.” These exercises require the student to “make an empathetic shift in perspective” and reflect upon experiences from the perspective of another. They help the student reduce the “emotional distance” between themselves and their patients and to appreciate and understand better the patient’s cultural and moral view of the world. For example, some programs ask students to write letters to patients or to write autobiographical sketches of the cadavers used in their anatomy classes. Such assignments “rely upon the
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students’ ability to step beyond the solely medical perspective.”

A clinical experiment that tracked the empathy and insight ratings of two groups of students, one who wrote assignments from the patient’s point of view and the other who wrote their assignments to simply describe the clinical processes involved, found that those who wrote from the patient’s point of view were “significantly more likely . . . [to] show empathy for the doctor, and receive[d] a higher overall empathy and insight rating.” The students who only reported on the clinical processes were more likely to “blame the patient for his condition.”

In order to effectively use reflective writing in a class presents challenges for the professor and requires a setting of safety and trust. Professors should establish policies to ensure strict confidentiality outside of the class, and should foster an atmosphere of respect for others’ experiences. Finally, professors should make sure that students feel supported and cared about. As is often the case, small class size typically makes this easier.

D. Experiential Learning

In addition to reflection, empathy and compassion can be taught by offering students actual experiences that either help them experience the feelings of those for whom they will care or help them experience the need to give empathy and compassion to others. Students need to practice expressing compassion and exercising empathy—to fully internalize the concepts they cannot simply learn them by observation or by reading about them in books; “[j]ust as students practice suturing to perfect a surgical skill or practice scales to learn how to play the piano, they
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should also . . . practice compassion and caring in order to improve the expression of these qualities towards patients and others. Students can first gain experience second-hand by observing and interacting with role models and then first-hand by participating in role play scenarios and actual experience.

Professors can help their students “borrow” the experience of others through the use of role-modeling, both with “live” role models and through the use of personal narratives written by such role models. Observing role models is a powerful learning experience for most students. In fact, some experts suggest that students learn more about professional behavior from watching others than from any other source. Having positive professional role models speak to students in class about their practice, and particularly about how they relate with patients, develop and express empathy, show compassion, and even avoid “compassion fatigue,” can be highly beneficial. In addition to or even instead of having in-class guest speaker role models, students could be required to write about a positive professional role model, focusing on the characteristics and skills that enable that person to relate with patients and others in a positive manner. Finally, students can benefit from role models they never meet “in person” by reading about the experiences of other medical students and doctors that talk about how they gain, maintain, and express empathy and compassion.

Allowing students to participate in role play exercises wherein they interact with “patients” can be a very effective means of teaching empathy and compassion outside of the actual clinical experience. These role play activities help students not only to experience what it
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is like to relate to a patient but also allow them the opportunity to examine their own skills at relating with that patient.

In one example role play, medical students examine a “patient” who is homeless and diabetic and suffering from a gangrenous leg that most likely must be amputated. The students are told that during the course of his earlier treatment the “patient” maintained that he did not want his leg amputated and expressed a preference to die from the infection because “everyone eventually dies.” The “patient” was judged incompetent by a psychiatrist, but no guardian was appointed because the “patient” understood the implications of his refusal. Finally, the “patient” has demanded a wheelchair in order to leave the hospital. With this background the students are instructed to talk to the “patient” about his decision and its consequences. This exercise provides a good opportunity for students to reflect on their capacity for empathy and compassion. Most of the students who participated in this role play scenario simply explained to the “patient” why the amputation was medically necessary; as expected the “patient” adamantly refused and the meeting spiraled downward into an argument. Surprisingly, none of the students began their interaction with this “patient” by getting to know him or by expressing empathy to show that they understood the difficulty or pain of his situation. Even when they had the opportunity to discuss the case with other students and a professor later on, many students failed to see that their lack of rapport or empathy may have negatively effected their ability to help the “patient” see the need for the medical procedure; instead they wanted to debate the academic “conflict between beneficence and the patient’s autonomy . . . finding no solution
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for the conflict.” Such a role play presents an ideal opportunity for the professor to discuss the importance of rapport, compassion, and empathy in difficult situations. Once students have actually had the experience where they did not convey empathy and faced obstacles in patient relations, they will be open to instruction and will likely want to build on their capacity for empathy and compassion to avoid such “failures” in real practice.

Students can also be asked to role play from the patient’s point of view, but even better than the role plays are assignments that actually place the student in the patient’s shoes—if only for a short while.

In one particularly noteworthy exercise, nine medical students (from a class of 144) were given the opportunity to actually experience what patients go through when admitted to the hospital. While their experiences certainly could not replicate the physical pain or the anxiety that “real” patients experience, the simple experience of being a “patient” in a hospital was enough to raise these students’ sensitivity to what “real” patients actually go through.

The lucky nine were randomly selected from all students who wanted to participate and who had no previous personal experience being hospitalized. Before they were admitted, the students were given false names and diagnoses and were coached on how to accurately portray the symptoms of their diagnosis. In preparation for admission, they were given an overview of what they could expect during their stay at the hospital, but the details of the care they would
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receive were not shared with them.\(^{278}\) Finally, the students were told that they had the right to “decline any procedure or treatment that was more aggressive than the placement and maintenance of an intravenous line and phlebotomy for basic laboratory studies.”\(^ {279}\)

The students were admitted three at a time on three consecutive Saturday mornings and were discharged twenty-four to thirty hours later.\(^ {280}\) To make the experience as realistic as possible, the students’ actual status (as medical students rather than actual patients) was kept confidential—“only the Director of Hospital Admissions, the Director of Nursing, and the attending physician for each participating service knew the students’ actual non-patient status.”\(^ {281}\) During their hospitalization, students were treated like “regular patients”: they had their medical histories taken and were examined by medical personal who ordered whatever tests they felt appropriate under the circumstances; they wore standard hospital gowns, slept in regular hospital beds, ate only hospital food, and were “encouraged to comply with admitting orders such as ‘strict bed rest’ or ‘nothing by mouth.’”\(^ {282}\) Finally, even though they didn’t actually have to pay them, each student received a bill for the services provided during their hospital stay.\(^ {283}\)

After their discharge the students met with two faculty members to talk about their experiences and evaluate the exercise.\(^ {284}\) Many of these student patients were surprised by the difficulty of the experience; some even felt “sick” after being in the hospital.\(^ {285}\) They also expressed discomfort from not knowing what was going to happen to them and because of the
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slow rate with which things were accomplished.286

These student patients, all future doctors, were most complimentary of the nursing staff, “whom the students found to be caring, attentive and professional.”287 And they learned first-hand the types of behaviors they would want to avoid when they become the residents on duty. With regard to the residents and doctors, their comments included: “The residents tended to stand far away from me, at the foot of the bed, talk rapidly and walk toward the door even before they finished speaking”; “I was ignored by the residents”; “I was ignored by the doctors while the nurses seemed to really care”; and “No doctor ever asked me how I felt, rather they asked me about this body part or that.”288

Because the entire exercise was intended to help the student patients learn about empathy and compassion and how best to relate to their future patients, the most important feedback dealt with how their hospitalization experience might impact their future practice. Here the students’ comments “generally reflected a primary concern with improving the human aspects of the patient experience.”289 The students reported that the hospitalization experience changed them—it changed their attitudes and it helped them want to be “far more empathetic to patients than they might otherwise have been.”290

V. Taking the Client Into the Classroom: Giving First-Year Law Students Experience with Clients, Empathy, and Compassion

Like the medical educators who developed these methods of teaching their students to
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better understand their future patients and to relate to them with increased empathy and compassion, law professors can and should develop techniques for introducing our students to the people they will serve throughout their careers and assist them in developing patterns of empathy and compassion that will allow them to better aid these future clients. The remainder of this article offers a few ideas for how this might be done. It is by its very nature incomplete, but if successful will be the impetus for further thinking and development.\footnote{I would love to hear from colleagues who come up with additional ideas and exercises for teaching the heart of lawyering in their courses. Please feel free to email me at gerdyk@law.byu.edu.}

A. Symbolic Entry into the Profession: The Lawyer’s “Briefcase”

Like the “white coat ceremonies” that symbolically induct new medical students into the profession and stress to them the importance of compassion, humility, and patient care from the outset of their education, law schools could devise a symbolic ceremony to introduce students to the heart of the legal profession. Perhaps the lawyer’s briefcase is the closest to the physician’s white coat and could be used to carry the appropriate symbolism. While it would likely be cost-prohibitive for the law school to actually present each entering law student with an actual briefcase, the lesson may be able to be conveyed symbolically—perhaps by emphasizing the items that could and should stock the students’ new briefcases.\footnote{Cite here to the graduation talk from 2007 where the judge talked about the briefcases that the graduating students received and how they should stock them etc. Note also that this isn’t a particularly novel idea and is probably one that some law schools actually use during their new-student orientations, but placing the emphasis on the future clients and on developing the ability to care for and relate to these clients and others.} Students could be encouraged to place items in their briefcases that symbolize their future clients, their dedication to humanity and service, and their acceptance of and dedication to the highest values of the profession. Students could be encouraged to think about their future clients often as they move through their legal education—to think about their needs, expectations, and feelings—and to do all within their
power to develop their abilities to serve and to understand them. They could also be introduced to the importance of empathy and compassion in the practice of law and encouraged to proactively develop these qualities.

Because briefcases would likely need to be provided by the students themselves, the law school might purchase one of these symbolic items (perhaps a pen to signify the service they will render through the written word; copy of To Kill a Mockingbird or some other book that symbolizes the service and care they will give their clients; or some other tangible reminder that can represent their future clients or their dedication to developing empathy and compassion) to present to each student.293 Most law students remember their first day of law school for years to come, and beginning their legal journey with such a symbolic induction could be a powerful affirmation of their decision to devote their lives to the law and also a meaningful encouragement for the road ahead.

B. Using the Humanities to Teach Empathy and Compassion

Like their use in medical education, literature and theater can help law students understand the importance of clients, empathy, and compassion in their future careers. While the purpose and role of formal Law and Literature courses is beyond the scope of this article, literature and drama can play a role in core courses in the curriculum and can be a particularly effective means of teaching empathy and compassion.

Because most law faculty are not experts in the humanities, law professors who wish to

\[\text{Footnote:}
293 The J. Reuben Clark Law School at Brigham Young University recently produced a film about the life and legacy of former U.S. State Department Solicitor and Ambassador to Mexico, J. Reuben Clark Jr. This film was an integral part of the first-day of law school for the class of 2010 as they were encouraged to develop the attributes that Ambassador Clark came to personify: faith, service, loyalty, and patriotism. A copy of the film on DVD would be an ideal gift for such students.\]
incorporate literature or drama into their courses may wish to consult the resident Law and
Literature specialist or even visit with members of their university’s English department to gain
ideas for specific titles that could be used.294 Here are a few suggestions.

Such plays as *Trifles* by Susan Glaspell,295 Shakespeare’s *The Merchant of Venice*, and
Sophocles’s *Antigone* can expose students not only to legal themes but also to the feelings and
perspectives of those people involved. Having students read or view a play and then giving them
the opportunity to talk about what they learned, what they felt, and how they see it affecting their
future practice as lawyers, can be a powerful experience.

Novels can also help students have concrete experiences with empathy and can be
powerful teaching tools. In addition to the popular legal novels that are sometimes used in law
school classes (like *To Kill a Mockingbird* and *Bleak House*), faculty members can use novels
that have legal dimensions but that focus more deeply on the people involved and on their
feelings to teach students about empathy. Two such novels include *Tea and Green Ribbons: A
Memoir* by Evelyn Doyle296 and *The Kite Runner* by Khaled Hosseini.297

*Tea and Green Ribbons*, which was made into the independent film *Evelyn*, is the true
story of a father’s two-year struggle to regain custody of his children after putting them in a
church-run school in Ireland after his wife leaves them. This at times heart-wrenching novel,
which is written by the daughter, not only shows students how courts can change the law (here
awarding custody to a father after taking into account the children’s wishes—something to that
point unprecedented in Irish law), but more importantly shows the very real, very powerful, and

294 Faculty could also consult an anthology of legal drama such as Law in Literature: Legal Themes in Drama by Elizabeth Villiers
Gemmette (Editor) Whitston Publishing Company (June 1995).
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at times poignant emotions involved on all sides of the situation (the children, their father, the nuns at the school, and so forth). Through the story students can experience the frustration Mr. Doyle encounters time after time as he tries to regain custody of his children and the loneliness and anxiety young Evelyn feels as the months and years go by and she is unable to rejoin her family.

_The Kite Runner_ is the story of two Afghan boys—one the son of a wealthy man and the other the son of his servant. The novel is not directly about the law (although there are some legal issues that surface in the plot), but its commentary on loyalty, betrayal, and sacrifice expressed through endearing characters, can give students a first-hand experience with empathy and compassion.

In addition to full-length novels, which may be too long for use in many classes, faculty can use short stories to teach students about understanding clients and increasing their abilities to empathize and show compassion to others. There are many short stories with legal themes that could be incorporated into a class syllabus. Faculty members may want to consult an anthology to select one that is appropriate.298 One short story that is particularly well suited for teaching empathy is Susan Glaspell’s _A Jury of Her Peers_.299 The story, which is based on a murder case the author covered while reporting for a newspaper in Iowa, is about the murder of an abusive Iowa farmer by his wife. The story can help students learn about empathy—both by examining the empathy (or lack thereof) demonstrated by the different characters and also by allowing them to “expand [their] perspectives and awaken empathy for those whose lives may be different from


299 For a discussion of the use of this short story, including how it relates to empathy, see Marina Angel, _Teaching Susan Glaspell’s A Jury of Her Peers and Trifles_. 53 J. Legal Educ. 548 (2003).
But law professors need not even venture into the humanities to find stories that could be used effectively to humanize clients and lead their students to feelings of empathy and compassion; they need simply use the very cases they already employ. By taking the time to give students the “story” behind the stripped down version of the facts in the opinion, and by allowing students the opportunity to discuss the facts in more depth before turning to the legal doctrine, students not only understand the legal analysis better but can learn important lessons about the human side of lawyering.301

C. Reflection Techniques

Reflection naturally lends itself to clinical education, but it can be easily incorporated into the traditional curriculum and can provide a powerful tool for students to look at their own feelings and experience and in so doing deepen their ability to understand people, including their future clients, and to show empathy and compassion toward others.

One simple reflection exercise is to ask students to list qualities of a good attorney. As the students talk, the professor can record their list on the board. Then the professor can ask students to describe what they think clients need, want, and feel when they come to see a lawyer (for the first time or during an ongoing relationship). The professor can record this list next to the first list of “lawyer qualities.” When both lists are complete, the professor can ask the students if they see any relationship between the two lists—or put another way, if there is anything on the list of qualities that might help the lawyer address the feelings on the client list.

300 Angel, supra note __, at 562-63.
For example, if students said that clients “need help solving a problem,” that could match up with a desired lawyer quality of “substantive knowledge” or “ability to think creatively and solve problems.” It’s very likely that students will include feelings of anxiety, fear, or frustration on the client list, but rather unlikely that unprompted students will have included empathy, compassion, and care on the lawyer list. This provides the professor with the opportunity to affirmatively discuss the role of these essential human skills in law practice. The faculty member can then encourage the students to reflect upon their own personality and the traits they are developing as young lawyers and to continue to develop those qualities that they see, especially in relation to client needs, as essential for success in law practice.

A second easy way to incorporate empathy and compassion in the classroom is through short in-class discussions that cause students to reflect upon what the people involved in the cases they are reading are actually feeling, wanting, needing, and so forth. For example, when discussing a tort case the professor could ask the students to think about what the injured person would feel, but the harder lesson may actually involve asking students to think about what the tortfeasor would feel. To mix things up a bit the professor could divide the class into groups representing the different points of view and hold a short discussion before delving into the legal principles involved in the case.

In addition to class discussions, professors can assign writing exercises to help students reflect on clients, compassion, and empathy. Like the Critical Incident Reports used in medical education, law students can record their own experiences and reflect upon what they have learned and how they feel. Such reflection is already used extensively in externship and clinical
One natural place for such an exercise is in the legal writing class where students represent fictional clients and write memos and briefs on their behalf. Legal Writing professors could ask their students to write short, reflective journal entries expressing their feelings about the case they are working on, the people involved (even if they are fictitious), and what they are learning about the practice of law.

Students could also be assigned to write personal narratives about their own experiences with the law or similar situations. For example, students in a torts class could be assigned to write about an experience where they were hurt—focusing on their feelings (pain, frustration, helplessness, etc.) and what steps they took to remedy the situation. Or, students in a contracts class could be assigned to write about an experience with a contract—perhaps a contract they signed without reading, or some situation where they felt coerced into signing. Or, in a property class students could be assigned to write about a landlord/tenant situation they’ve experienced—perhaps focusing on their frustration in having repairs made in a timely manner or something of that sort. Students could be asked to share their experiences with class members, and the professor could then lead a discussion about the common points of their narratives (focusing on their common feelings, frustrations, etc.) Not only would these personal narratives help students increase their empathy, but it would help them to realize that they have actual experience with the law in practice.

Finally, faculty can use point-of-view writing assignments to help expand their students’
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empathy and compassion. Students could be assigned to write the facts of a case from one party’s point of view. Classes could be divided so that some students are writing for each party and a third group writes from the court’s point of view.

Few, if any, of these writing assignments need be graded, but faculty could help enhance their students’ learning from them by offering written feedback that validates the students’ feelings and offers constructive suggestions for further understanding the people involved and their experiences.

D. Experiential Learning

Like all of us, students learn best from their actual experiences, but when they have not or reasonably cannot be made to actual experience something, they can learn from the stories of others who have. Role models provide students with a powerful introduction to the behavior they will need and want to develop themselves.

Probably the greatest role models for students are faculty members themselves. By exercising compassion and showing empathy toward our students, faculty members model the very behaviors we want them to emulate—but when faculty members treat students with indifference and even disdain, they cannot blame anyone but themselves when students are uncaring and cold with others. Another means of supplying positive attorney role models for students is through mentoring programs. Many law schools pair their students up with alumni and other local attorneys and encourage them to create personal relationships wherein the student can learn about what it means to be a lawyer.303 Because these one-on-one relationships are among the most powerful teaching tools, law schools should be selective when they invite people to be mentors—choosing only those that possess all of the attributes students should emulate.
Finally, students can gain role models by listening to guest speakers—lawyers who are invited to the law school to speak to students and to demonstrate the type of lawyers the students should aspire to be.

Another way to expose students to lawyers’ interactions with clients, opposing counsel, and the judiciary and to illustrate lawyerly compassion and empathy without having to bring guests physically into the classroom is through the use of “lawyer stories.” This phrase, as explained by Professor Jamison Wilcox, refers to “books written for the intelligent nonprofessional reader that recount and reflect upon stories of attorneys’ work.” Such “lawyer stories” can not only help students to better see the application of the legal doctrine they are learning in actual context, but can also help them to gain a “practical and sympathetic understanding of lawyers’ work and lawyers’ lives.” While having their own experiences with clients, empathy, and compassion is certainly the most effective way for students to learn, reading such “lawyer stories” enables students to “borrow” the experience of other lawyers until they are able to have their own concrete experiences. “Lawyer stories” help students to see the thoughts and feelings that lawyers experience and gives them exposure to the thoughts and feelings of clients. Such stories “show the human side of law practice little dealt within the traditional courses: how attorneys counsel clients, work with fellow attorneys, negotiate with others (both lawyers and nonlawyers), gain the cooperation of witnesses, and deal with judges.
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court clerks, and others.309 For example, having students read all or part of Barry Werth’s *Damages: One Family’s Legal Struggles in the World of Medicine*, which tells the story of a family’s legal battles after the death of one child and the severe disabilities of another that they attribute to medical malpractice, can help students understand client emotions and needs (and how those needs can and cannot actually be met by the law), the importance of empathy and compassion for the client, and the importance of interpersonal skills in working with others including opposing counsel, experts, and the court. Such an exercise could fit into classes on torts, professional responsibility, medical malpractice, or even law practice management.

The opposite of “lawyer stories” are “client stories.” Perhaps the best way for students to learn what clients expect, need, and want from their lawyers and what they feel while in the midst of a legal conflict is to hear from the clients themselves. There are at least two effective ways to give students the opportunity to hear “client stories.” First, the professor could ascertain if any students in her class had actual experience as a client in a lawsuit and ask that student if he would be comfortable sharing his experiences with his classmates. Ideally the professor would assemble a group of four or five student clients (or students with close family members who have been clients and may be able to share their stories) with different experiences (some in litigation, some in transactional contexts, some as plaintiffs, others as defendants, and so forth). Since exposure is the objective, the professor would need do little more than let these student clients tell their stories, but she could prepare some questions for the student clients to consider in advance, such as how did you feel before you met with your lawyer for the first time?, what was the most rewarding part of the process?, what was the most frustrating part of the process?, do you feel like your lawyer cared about you and your case?, what did the lawyer do to make you
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feel that way?, etc. Because these clients are also the students’ classmates, they will be naturally receptive to their stories and eager to hear their experiences and thoughts. Because of their proximity (likely in age and also in experience), the students also will be naturally empathic to their client classmates.

A second way to expose students to actual clients is by inviting a few representative clients to visit the class. Ideally the professor would assemble a diverse sample of speakers to share their own experiences. This is certainly easier to do in a class taught by an adjunct professor who may have her own clients to call upon, but all law professors have contacts both with friends and family members who have been clients and with lawyer friends who certainly do have clients that could be invited to speak. While reading the stories of lawyers and clients can be a powerful experience, little compares with sitting in a room listening to someone share her own story—with all of its emotion. In addition to allowing the clients to tell their stories, students could be invited to ask questions about the client’s feelings and experiences during their legal representation. Of course the professor may want to have a pre-class discussion with the students about the kinds of questions that would be appropriate so as to avoid embarrassing the guests or placing them in awkward situations.

Like medical students that role play interactions with patients before entering their clinical rotations, law students should have the opportunity to role play with “clients.” Such role plays are the heart of simulation classes like Interviewing and Counseling and Negotiations, but they need not be limited to such courses. As early as their first semester students should be given the opportunity to play the role of an attorney. One natural place for such a role play exercise is in the legal writing class. Because each student represents a client, he or she should
be given at least some opportunity to “interact” with that client. There are several ways this could be accomplished. One scenario would involve bringing in an actor to play the client. The client could speak to the class as a group or, time permitting, with students individually. The actor would need to be well-versed in the “facts” of the writing assignment (so as not to change any material facts), but should be given leeway to add emotion and, if warranted by the students’ interplay, anger and frustration, to the portrayal of the client’s perspective. After the students interact with the client their professor can lead them in a discussion of the experience and what they learned. Another scenario would have the students submit written questions to the “client” via email. The professor or her teaching assistant could respond to the questions in the way that a client would—not focusing on the law, rambling a bit, inserting emotion, etc. The email “conversation” could continue as long as reasonable and then the class could discuss what they learned about their own communication and about understanding clients.

Finally, students should be given the opportunity to have actual “real” experiences that lead them to feel empathy and compassion for others. One way to provide this experience is to have students spend a day in court watching the proceedings and noting specifically what they see the parties are feeling—their frustration, confusion, anxiety, fear, elation, or distress. Students could then memorialize their experiences in a reflective essay. Among the things they might experience are “the hostility that is directed at clients, and often at the clients’ advocates as well, in the tribunals of poverty: the family courts that take away their children, the welfare hearings that take away their means of subsistence, the landlord-tenant courts that take away their homes and the criminal courts that take away their freedom.”

Students can also gain actual experience by interacting with the sorts of people that will likely be their future clients: they can volunteer at homeless shelters or battered women’s shelters or they can provide service for programs like the Children’s Justice Center. By so doing, students “get a ‘window’ into their clients’ lives.” And such a view can have profound effects.

Law professors don’t need to incorporate every technique into every course in order to help students better understand their future clients or relate to them with empathy and compassion, but each professor should strive to add at least one such experience to her course. The more opportunities the students have to focus on empathy and compassion (and grow those skills), the more likely they are to carry them into practice. Ultimately, the more classes that incorporate some of these techniques, the more likely students will be to treat them seriously and the more likely they will lead to long-lasting results.

CONCLUSION

Clients are central to law practice—without them lawyers would not be necessary. Yet, modern legal education largely ignores and undervalues clients and the lawyer’s ability to relate to them with empathy and compassion. Like medical education where faculty have had to address how to best teach future doctors to relate to their patients and demonstrate empathy and compassion, law faculty must find ways to bring clients into the classroom and to give law students, as early as the first year, experiences with the “heart” of lawyering.

***
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